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Esperanza Arts Center – Voices of Puerto Rico 


Letter of Inquiry to Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 


Creative Communities Pilot Initiative 


 


Community Summary  


Located in the heart of North Philadelphia, Esperanza has been serving the Hispanic community of Hunting 


Park for over thirty years with a variety of programs and services designed to improve the overall quality 


of life through education, connection to jobs, affordable housing, neighborhood revitalization, safer and 


cleaner streets, immigration legal services, and the arts.   


Esperanza primarily serves the 21,000 residents of the Hunting Park neighborhood.  The community is 


approximately 66% Hispanic/Latino and about 30% African American.  Hunting Park is a dynamic 


community in North Philadelphia whose residents have prevailed against all odds due to their strong-will 


and spirit of community.  The area has been impacted over several decades by the loss of manufacturing 


jobs and industry and Esperanza has been a key player in working to transform the community by 


providing on-ramps out of poverty and into opportunity through education, workforce development, 


financial counseling, neighborhood revitalization, and the arts.  According to the U.S. Census Bureau 


(2014), the median household income in Hunting Park is $22,654 compared to a city-wide average of 


$36,836.  Furthermore, the American Community Survey (2013) found that 42.9 percent of Hunting Park 


residents live in poverty compared to 26.5 percent of all Philadelphians.  The neighborhoods surrounding 


Hunting Park have similarly low median incomes and high poverty rates making it cost-prohibitive to travel 


to Center City to partake of the many arts and culture opportunities throughout the city.  


 


Arts and Culture at Esperanza  


Over the last thirty years, Esperanza has laid the groundwork of an opportunity community in Latino North 


Philadelphia through financial and housing counseling, connection to jobs, decent and affordable housing, 


immigration legal services, revitalization of the business corridor, beautification of neighborhood blocks 


and public spaces, and more.  Guided by Esperanza’s core values of faith, integrity, and excellence, the 


Arts Center will continue the work of transforming Hunting Park into an opportunity community—


breaking down barriers created by decades of impoverished conditions by creating places where people 


can experience hope, connections to resources, and the possibility of a better life.   


 


The Esperanza Arts Center is part of the fulfillment of Esperanza’s 10-year neighborhood strategic plan 


which was developed in 2012 with residents, business owners, and community leaders.  That plan called 


for a Latino arts and cultural district along the 5th Street business corridor, which is effectively Hunting 


Park’s “downtown” and Esperanza Arts Center is a major step toward that vision.  Since opening in 


December 2018, the Esperanza Arts Center has contributed to shaping and defining Hunting Park as a 


regional center for Latino arts and culture.  


 


Esperanza Arts Center brings professional arts presentations to the people of Hunting Park and the 


surrounding North Philadelphia community improving the quality of life for long-time residents who lack 
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easy access to the bustling arts and culture scene in Center City Philadelphia by presenting high caliber 


cultural experiences right in their own backyards and instilling a sense of neighborhood pride in doing so. 


Following a Spring 2019 pilot season, the inaugural 2019-2020 season at Esperanza Arts Center will bring 


a wide range of musical, theatrical, dance, and film presentations to the community—designed to be 


accessible to people of all backgrounds, engaging to audiences of varied ages and interests, and reflective 


of the diversity of the collective Philadelphia community—with special focus on the vibrant Latino 


community of Hunting Park and North Philadelphia.  


 


In addition to performances at Esperanza Arts Center, each series event will have an educational 


component for local students  providing exposure and learning opportunities through interactive events 


ranging from masterclasses with distinguished musicians, dancers, and theater artists to music 


composition to film workshops, and more. Throughout Spring 2019, we implemented a range of 


educational programming in conjunction with our pilot season programming—engaging the young people 


in our community in hands-on arts education experiences such as interfaith poetry readings and 


performance workshops during the Day of ARTolerance, a residency with Kun-Yang Lin and his dancers 


where members of the ensemble dialogued with students about their concept of home and had the 


students engage in the Chinese practice of writing letters to ancestors—which were included as part of 


their Esperanza Arts Center performance, a masterclass with the dancers of BalletX, among others. All 


performances at the Esperanza Arts Center are free to attend for children and students. 


 


Community Partnerships and Relationships  


The Esperanza Arts Center will welcome a variety of renowned artists and ensembles from the region 


including: the Pennsylvania Ballet, Power Street Theatre Company, Orchestra 2001, BalletX, Artistas y 


Músicos Latino Americanos, and Philadanco. Performances and series include Power Street Theatre’s 


MinorityLand; {Trés} A Hurricane Maria Benefit Concert; Classical programs – including the Philadelphia 


Orchestra, Curtis Institute, and the Philadelphia Chamber Music Society, Segundo Sabados Saturday 


morning family programs; Javier Avila’s Trouble With My Name; Latino Cinema Series; Kun-Yang 


Lin/Dancers Faith Project; and so much more. 


In addition to the range of incredible performers we will collaborate with to deliver Voices of Puerto Rico 


to our audiences, we plan to engage local community-serving organizations to ensure successful cultural 


representation, elicit valuable feedback, and satisfy our community’s hunger for immersive arts and 


culture experiences. We will likely partner with other local community-serving organizations to expand 


the reach and range of relevant programming for the Spotlight Series, including Taller Puertorriqueno, 


Congreso de Latinos Unidos, and Concilio. 


 


Community Opportunity and Vision for the Future  


Those who visit Hunting Park can see immediately that Puerto Rican pride abounds in the heart of this 


community.  The area surrounding Esperanza has one of the highest concentrations of Puerto Ricans in 


the U.S.—Philadelphia is home to 121,643 Puerto Ricans (2010 U.S. Census) and an estimated 5,357 


additional Puerto Ricans have built new lives here after following the devastation of 2017’s Hurricane 


Maria on the Island.  Esperanza is deeply connected to the Puerto Rican community of Hunting Park and 


the surrounding neighborhoods.    
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In designing our inaugural full season around a spotlight series on the history, culture, art, and music of 


Puerto Rico we are honoring our community, elevating the importance of Puerto Rican’s culture and lived 


experience in Philadelphia, and driving home the message to our community that they are important and 


deserving of celebration.  Voices of Puerto Rico will be a collaborative effort between the Esperanza Arts 


Center and many artists, ensembles, and organizations in the region.  Spearheaded by our partnership 


with resident companies Power Street Theatre and Artistas y Músicos Latino Americanos, Voices of Puerto 


Rico will invite the community to embark on a journey into Puerto Rican arts and culture through the 


presentation of an array of renowned artists and ensembles from the region including: Plena Libre, 


Orchestra 2001, Javier Avila, Artistas y Músicos Latino Americanos, and more.  In addition, we will 


showcase films Decade of Fire, and  Después de María: Las 2 orillas [After Maria: The 2 Shores] – both 


related to Puerto Rican culture and history as part of this year-long focus on the incredible traditions, 


innovative creations, and legacy of Puerto Rico.  


 
Voices of Puerto Rico is essential to the Esperanza Arts Center's vision of breaking down barriers to cultural 


experiences and instilling pride amongst residents.  To promote the mission of utilizing the arts to improve 


quality of life, revitalize the community, generate understanding and appreciation the rich spectrum of 


Latino arts and traditions, mitigate the negative aspects of gentrification, and provide access to art that 


resonates with residents' lived experience, this series will showcase various art-forms from Puerto Rico to 


evoke joy and share unique perspectives on culture, social issues, and traditions.  Voices of Puerto Rico 


will touch on these critical areas by providing thought provoking, celebratory, and immersive 


performances spanning multiple disciplines and inviting the community to experience a broad spectrum 


of performances and transformational engagement with the arts.  The series will foster appreciation 


through artistic expression leading to cross-cultural understanding and contribute to the continued 


establishment of Esperanza Arts Center as a cultural hub in North Philadelphia that serves longtime 


residents by creating accessible and life-changing arts experiences.  


 


Esperanza Arts Center will select a different culture significant to and representative of the community 


we serve each year through this Spotlight series—plans for the 2020-2021 season include a focus on the 


Dominican Republic, and we will highlight Cuban arts and culture in 2021-2022. We envision these series 


as gateways to collaboration across cultures, uniting our community through a shared love and 


appreciation for the arts, engaging local artists and community members by presenting work 


representative of their heritage, and introducing the rich arts and culture of various Hispanic and Latin 


American countries to Philadelphia residents who might otherwise not be exposed.  


 


Esperanza’s vision for Voices of Puerto Rico, and the succeeding cultural spotlight series’, aligns well with 


the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts’ overarching values of promoting access to and engagement with 


the arts for all Pennsylvanians, promoting diverse forms of arts and culture and the unique identities of 


our residents, strengthening our communities through creative placemaking, and building strong 


partnerships to propel and sustain quality arts programming and community-driven projects. 
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June 19, 2019 
 
 
Sarah Merritt 
Director of Pennsylvania Creative Communities 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
216 Finance Building | Harrisburg, PA 17120 
 
 
Dear Ms. Merritt, 
 
The Philadelphia Hispanic Chamber of Commerce is proud to endorse Esperanza and 


the Esperanza Arts Center as a candidate for the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts’ 


Creative Communities program. 


Esperanza has proven to be a stalwart of community progress for the North Philadelphia 


neighborhoods surrounding its base in Hunting Park.  We have long admired 


Esperanza’s commitment to serving the Latinx community by developing, not only 


comprehensive solutions to problems, but also a wealth of resources to those in need—


transforming the lives of individuals and families.  We have seen Esperanza strive to 


improve the quality of life for the Hispanic community of Hunting Park and the 


Philadelphia region over the last three decades and are proud to support them.  


 


Based on the accomplishments we have seen to date, the work we have done together in 


support of the Hispanic community, and the thoughtfulness and drive of the 


organization’s leaders, we are confident that Esperanza will be successful in any project 


it takes on.  Highlighting Puerto Rico is a testament to Esperanza’s connection to the 


Puerto Rican community in Philadelphia and the larger Latinx community whom we 


unite to serve. Esperanza is an ideal candidate for the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts’ 


Creative Communities program and will undoubtedly deliver a product that is, not only 


successful, but also informative, engaging, and worthwhile.   


 


Sincerely, 


 


Jennifer Rodríguez, MCP 


President & CEO 











1316 S. 9th St.  Philadelphia PA, 19147         267.687.3739              www.kyld.org  


06/25/19 
 
Ms. Sarah Merritt 
Director of Pennsylvania Creative Communities 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
216 Finance Building 
Harrisburg, PA 17120 
 
 
Dear Ms. Merritt, 
 
Kun-Yang Lin Dancers (KYL/D) is pleased to submit this letter of 
recommendation to the PA Council on the Arts in support of the Esperanza 
Arts Center.   


Earlier this year, KYL/D collaborated with Esperanza to bring excerpts of 
our HOME PROJECT-IMMIGRANT JOURNEYS to Teatro Esperanza, or 
Esperanza Arts Center—following a week-long residency with the students 
of Esperanza Academy Charter School. Working together in this way 
allowed us to open up dialogue around immigration, displacement, and 
identity.  We are excited to return to Teatro Esperanza to continue this 
partnership in the 2019-2020 season.  
 
We were impressed by Esperanza’s ability to forge deep connections with 
various members of the community and cultivate mutual respect and 
appreciation for people from different backgrounds.  It was a pleasure to 
be part of Teatro Esperanza’s first season of programming and the 
experience showed us that Esperanza is true to its mission and effective in 
impacting its community.  This organization is worthy of our highest 
endorsement for the PA Council on the Arts Creative Communities 
program.   


Esperanza is culturally competent and well-equipped to serve the Hispanic 
community through a season-long spotlight on Puerto Rico, as well as 
engage and connect with people from a diversity of backgrounds and 
understandings.  Esperanza and the Teatro will undoubtedly make a great 
impact as a Creative Communities project grantee. 


 
Sincerely, 


 


 


 


Kun-Yang Lin  
Executive Artistic Director 
Kun-Yang Lin/Dancers (KYL/D) 


 


 


 


 
 


Kun-Yang Lin 
Executive 


Artistic Director 
kunyang@kyld.org 


 


Katie Moore 
Business Director 
katie@kyld.org 
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		Organization: Esperanza

		Address: 4261 N. 5th Street

		City: Philadelphia

		Zip Code: 19140

		Municipality: Philadelphia

		County: Philadelphia

		Phone: 215-324-0746

		Website: https://www.esperanza.us/arts-center/

		FEIN: 23-2552707

		Contact Name: Bill Rhoads

		Contact Title: Senior Vice President, Esperanza Arts Center

		Contact Phone: 215-324-0746 ext: 313

		Contact Email: teatro@esperanza.us

		Organization Type: [501(c)3]

		Local Governement Resolution Acknowledgment: Yes
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Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
216 Finance Building
Commonwealth & North Sts.
Harrisburg, PA 17120


Dear Karl Blischke and Review Panel,


Thank you for your consideration of our Letter of Intent (LOI) for the Creative 
Communities Pilot Initiative.  We appreciate the work of the Pennsylvania 
Council on the Arts (PCA) toward supporting inventive approaches to art, 
particularly with regard to placemaking.


Enclosed are the required materials, as outlined below.


Narrative (3 pages max.)


 Brief community description.
 Description of any existing cultural plans and/or experience implementing 


arts-based development strategies.
 Description of successful community partnerships.
  Description of community opportunity or challenge the organization 


would like to address through this initiative.


Letters of support from:


 Greater Reading Convention & Visitors Bureau (dba PA’s Americana 
Region)


 Greater Reading Chambers Alliance (Office of Downtown Revitalization)
 City of Reading (Department of Planning)


Feel free to reach out with any questions or concerns. Thank you in advance for 
your consideration.


Sincerely,


Levi Landis
President & Executive Director 







Brief community description 


GoggleWorks Center for the Arts (GoggleWorks) is located in downtown Reading, Pennsylvania, 
the fifth largest city in the state. Nearly half of GoggleWorks’ 300,000 annual guests are city 
residents, while the other half range in origin from Berks County to international locations. This 
makes the audience that GoggleWorks serves unusually diverse.  


The city has changed much in the last 50 years following the loss of major manufacturing jobs, 
shifts in the cultural make-up of the residents, new business developments, and the renewed 
role of arts programs in revitalization. In 2011, the U.S. Census revealed Reading as the most 
financially distressed city in the country among those with populations of 65,000 or more. The 
economic outlook has improved slightly since that time, but the following is still true for city 
residents: 


• The average individual income is $13,339 a year (US average is $28,555). 


• The median household income is $26,867 a year (U.S. average is $53,482). 


City residents have predominantly minority backgrounds. A majority of residents are Latino (or 
LatinX) and Mexican and Puerto Rican groups are the largest. The immediate neighborhood 
surrounding GoggleWorks (the city’s 6th ward) is predominantly African American.   


The other surrounding communities in Berks County are distinct from the city. For instance, the 
two most prominent populations GoggleWorks serves, after city residents, are from West 
Reading and Wyomissing, where demographics are overwhelmingly white and the median 
income is roughly twice that of the city. 


GoggleWorks is one of a number of cultural organizations—some are institutional and others 
are grassroots—that has used arts to develop and beautify the community; encourage civic and 
social engagement; and improve the lives of residents and visitors. This creative resurgence is a 
key component to the city’s burgeoning cultural identity. 


Description of any existing cultural plans and/or experience implementing arts-based 
development strategies 


GoggleWorks Center for the Arts transforms lives through unique interactions with art.  Founded 
in 2005, GoggleWorks was initiated as the largest placemaking endeavor ever undertaken in the 
city. In 2003, the historic Willson Goggle Factory was slated for demolition. Beyond the historical 
architectural loss, the destruction would have served as a larger symbol of the significant 
deterioration and blight of downtown Reading due to the decline of manufacturing. A coalition of 
artists, grassroots community groups, entrepreneurs, and donors, envisioned the renovation 
and, with support from the state, repurposed the facility into an interactive arts center.   


Over the next 14 years, the audience developed, programs expanded, and leaders discovered 
new ways to serve students while maintaining sustainability. Today, GoggleWorks is one of the 
largest art centers of its kind in the country. The five-story, five-building, 145,000 square foot 
complex serves 300,000 visitors annually. The campus features eight communal teaching 
studios in ceramics, hot and warm glass, metals, photography, 2D print, virtual reality, and 
woodworking.  Also on-site are 35 studios for juried artists and makers; several major galleries, 
including the area’s premier Irvin & Lois E. Cohen Gallery; over 40 arts partner organizations; a 
Penn State University makerspace; a restaurant and bar; a 131-seat theatre, and a store 
featuring work from over 200 artists. 


At the heart of GoggleWorks is arts education, with a curriculum of classes and workshops 
serving nearly 10,000 students, over half of which are school children. GoggleWorks offers 







hundreds of scholarships; free after school programs to over 250 kids; outreach programs to 
individuals with emotional, physical, and developmental limitations; university continuing 
education credits; free parking and admission daily from 9am to 9pm for galleries, the history 
museum, and studio demos; a summer artist-in-residency program; art therapy; and a 
substantive fellowship program to mentor youth. The proposed project is one part of a larger 
campus plan to engage the community through expanded placemaking initiatives. 


Description of successful community partnerships 


GoggleWorks is committed to collaborating with others who share the belief that the arts can 
strengthen and enhance quality of life in our community, spur economic growth, and contribute 
to the cultural vitality of our region. Partnerships were essential to the initial development of 
GoggleWorks and they remain a vital part of its programmatic success. As part of the campus 
design, over 40 partner organizations are headquartered inside GoggleWorks. Similar to 
resident studio artists, these organizations are not tenants, but rather co-promoters of the 
GoggleWorks mission, partners in programs and initiatives, stewards of studios, collaborators 
on design projects and installations, volunteers, and supporters. On-site partners include: Berks 
Art Council, Berks Ballet Theatre & Conservatory of Dance, Berks Youth Chorus, Community 
Music School, Girls on the Run, IX Association of Fantasy Art, PA Film Makers, PA Snow Sports 
Museum, Pagoda City Studio, Polish American Cultural Center, Reading Choral Society, 
Reading Musical Foundation, Writing Workshops by Design, Habitat for Humanity (coming 
2019), and Berks Photographical Society (coming 2019), and many more. 


In addition to these on-site groups, GoggleWorks has partnered with a vast number of non-profit 
organizations, for-profit companies, artists and arts groups on a variety of projects.  Below is an 
abbreviated list of organizational program partners, with some project descriptions: 


Penn State Berks- GoggleWorks and Penn State initiated a new hub for innovation called the 
Berks Launchbox located on the ground floor at GoggleWorks, including a makerspace with 
fabrication tools for businesses, artists, and the community, as well as curricular classes through 
Penn State and a dynamic coworking space. 


Opportunity House- Opportunity House has been helping the homeless population by offering 
an emergency shelter that serves nearly 500 people and 96,547 meals per year. Each year, 
GoggleWorks is a main partner for the Souper Bowl event, increasing awareness of hunger and 
homelessness and raising funds for the organization. Attendees select handmade bowls, 
donated by professional and student potters. Restaurants then offer soups, breads and desserts 
to serve in the purchased vessel – a meal considered a feast by those who are hungry.  


Reading School District- While the arts center serves students from school districts far and 
wide; GoggleWorks has developed unique programs for the Reading School District (RSD). 
GoggleWorks has educated hundreds of RSD students annually through the After School Arts 
Program (ASAP). Also, art students from the high school work with GoggleWorks artists to 
prepare and develop their portfolios; they mount exhibitions annually in galleries on-site. Lastly, 
GoggleWorks Studio Artists regularly visit and invite the nearby Lauer’s Park Elementary School 
to offer workshops, lectures, tours, and demonstrations to students. 


Caron Treatment Center- Caron Treatment Center aims to heal lives impacted by addiction and 
substance use through proven, comprehensive and personalized behavioral healthcare 
solutions.  GoggleWorks has partnered with Caron to provide handmade, mission-specific art to 
beautify campus facilities and support Caron’s mission. 







John Paul II Learning Center-  By utilizing the most state-of-the art technologies, GoggleWorks 
VR lab offers substantive arts programs to children and adults with physical, intellectual, and 
developmental limitations. These individuals can create or explore exceptional virtual 
experiences with simple hand gestures or simple head and eye movements. 


 
Description of community opportunity or challenge the organization would like to 
address through this initiative 


GoggleWorks is proposing the design of a Creative Commons, which will be a repurposing of 
the Lower Courtyard from a neglected (though prominent) outdoor space on the campus to a 
year-round pedestrian corridor and art space as well as a seasonal, weekend venue for 
programming and activities. The project will allow the center and its partners more opportunities 
to serve current and reach new audiences. The project is a key initiative of a broad strategy to 
enhance neighbors’ quality of life, engage artists in creative placemaking, and welcome new 
visitors to the art center and its host city. 


This project is designed to address four key problems: 


-There are underdeveloped and blighted areas within and around GoggleWorks buildings and 
campus. The areas currently welcome crime, vandalism, and litter. 


-Some local citizens are interested in the art center’s mission, but are intimidated to come inside 
its doors; these folks have, however, participated in activities staged in pop-up spaces outdoors. 


-Audiences and constituents have communicated a desire for more performing arts programs in 
the community and GoggleWorks currently does not have an appropriate venue in which to host 
many such programs. Particularly, visitors and community feedback has highlighted a demand 
for outdoor programs, free of cost, and available to all ages.  


-Reading, PA, where GoggleWorks is headquartered, is one of the most financially distressed 
communities in the United States, with limited access to art programs. In the immediate 
community, 36,313 individuals (approximately 41%) live below the poverty line. 


The project will address the above problems and produce these outcomes: 


-The project will result in the design by exceptional artists of a safe, recreational, creative 
community commons in the underserved 6th ward in Reading, PA. 


-In addition to interactive and recreational features that require no GoggleWorks staff, the 
Creative Commons will serve as a venue on summer weekends for art lectures, readings, 
demonstrations, performances, and other programs. The redesign will encourage dynamic use 
of the space for festivals, conferences, and other events held regularly at GoggleWorks. 


-In total, the venue is expected serve roughly 325,000 combined current and new visitors, and 
drive patron traffic to neighborhood businesses and institutions. 


-The initiative will develop new opportunities to engage unserved citizens who are intimidated by 
entrance into GoggleWorks’ indoor facilities; welcome tourists traveling from outside the county 
or state; host performing arts, including theatre and music, which GoggleWorks currently does 
not offer in any substantive manner; and invite partner organizations and artists who will 
collaboratively design and program the space.















 


May 20, 2019 


PA Council on the Arts 
Finance Building,  
Commonwealth & North Streets  
Harrisburg, PA 17120 


Dear PCA Review Board:  


On behalf of the Greater Reading Chamber Alliance, I am writing to express our support for the grant 
application submitted by the GoggleWorks Center for the Arts located at 201 Washington Street, Reading, 
PA 19601.  


The project the GoggleWorks is proposing to undertake is a critical evolution of a downtown Reading 
anchor institution serving as a cultural and community gathering center. The GoggleWorks is a core 
component of both the County and City of Reading’s ongoing community and economic development 
efforts to attract new investment, businesses, visitors, residents, and tourists to the urban center of the 
County. Upon completion, the improvements to the GoggleWorks campus will enhance artistic programs 
for residents, visitors, and tourists.  


I respectfully request that you give your full consideration to this funding application. If you have any 
questions or would like to discuss my support of the project, please do not hesitate to contact me.  


Thank you for your consideration of this important project.  


Sincerely,  
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POTTSTOWN 
SCHOOL DISTRICT www.pottstownschools.org 
POTTSTOWN MIDDLE SCHOOL⚫600 N. Franklin Street⚫Pottstown PA 19464⚫(610)970-6665⚫FAX(610)970-8738 


 
 
 
June 24, 2019 
 
PA Council on the Arts 
216 Finance Building 
Harrisburg, PA 17120 
 
Dear PA Council of the Arts: 
 


I am expressing  interest in being considered as a 2019 candidate and finalist for the Creative Communities Pilot Initiative. 
The location of the Pottstown Middle School (PMS) is in the heart of the Pottstown Borough which makes it an accessible location to serve 
a high volume of students and community members. The city of Pottstown is only a five mile square radius and as a walking school 
District it is highly accessible to serve a high volume of its students and community members. The Pottstown School District currently has 
3207 students enrolled in grades Pre-K - 12th grade. PMS currently serves 976 students grades 5-8 at the middle school with a new group 
of 265 4th graders in the four PSD elementary schools whom are rising to the 5th grade in the 2019-2020 school year. The space chosen is 
a pre-existing playground that is currently used by the Pottstown Middle School students and community members in and outside of school 
hours thus making it site that could better serve its community. 


I want to propose funding for a four year project at the Pottstown Middle School in the Pottstown School District that would cost 
$25,000.00 a year for four years. The total project costs would reach $100,000.00. The space chosen for this investment will extend from a 
pre-existing playground area that was funded by Borough Authority chairman and activist Tom Carroll in the year 2013. The pre-existing 
equipment was worth $65,000.00 and was installed with the intent to support the Pottstown School Districts (PSD) wellness goals that 
could also be used by the Pottstown community. The equipment was also installed to serve the needs of the new addition of the 5th grade 
students to what was in the past years only used to serve the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students of the PSD. The 5th grade was moved to the 
middle school building after the closing of Edgewood elementary in 2013 in response to cost saving measures for the PSD. 


A successful example of community partnership of the arts  has been a project hosted by the Schuylkill River Greenways trails 
that has made headlines. The project resulted in  collaborative community artwork that has offered hope  to its members and myself 
through the arts. Another successful community partnership has been with the Mosaic Community Landtrust and the Pottstown 
School District. The Mosaic Community Landtrust has partnered with educators in the local elementary schools in creating 
community gardens that help to educate children on healthy eating and lifestyles. They have also partnered with the 6th grade 
Science club in creating Master gardeners. There are plans in my soft proposal to strengthen and connect these relationships. 


The mounting struggles of the middle school have consisted of; underfunding, lowered test scores, behavioral issues, 
high building administration turnover and low building moral documented in yearly district and building surveys. These 
challenges have also resulted in high teacher turnover making it the largest concentration of young teachers in the school 
district. PMS also has external struggles with the community that also gravely impact its students. Unemployment, a shrinking 
tax base, rising property taxes and devastating loss in real estate assessed value have turned Pottstown into a small city with 
big city problems. Income and level of educational attainment are lower in the Pottstown than in the other six sub-areas in the 
Tri-County Area. The PSD has recently lost $1,000,000 per year from the community hospital due to it transferring to a 
nonprofit entity. The PSD is also $13,800,000 underfunded based on the fair funding formula – 5th highest tax effort in the 
commonwealth. This means that 495 school districts tax effort is lower than Pottstown’s. Pottstown has the lowest per family 
per household income in Montgomery county $47k.  


Despite its continued need, the PSD and PMS continue to do more with less resources each year and desperately 
needs help in forging a relationship with the local community through the development of a creative playsite. I wish for this 
pre-existing site at the Pottstown Middle School in the Pottstown School District to be considered as a candidate and finalist 
for this Creative Communities Pilot Grant Initiative. Attached to this interest letter are images of the envisioned plans along 
with a photo of the site in its current state. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Elizabeth (Liz) Rega 
Art Teacher 
Pottstown Middle School 


 



http://www.pottstownschools.com/





 
 
Yearly objectives in proposal: 
Year 1 priority: black top (extend play area) solve dirt problem- add 2D urban black top games and aesthetically pleasing 
plants to garden along school building and shiny mosaic art work-  
Year 2 priority: contain the creative play space area with privacy fence- add upkeep games- install basketball hoop 
Year 3 Priority: Green House & shed that partners with the strong middle school science program &  non-profit Mosaic Land 
Trust Partnership 
Year 4: Extend Creative space into outdoor learning environment with umbrellas and tables, maybe shed 
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341 Beech St, Unit 1, Pottstown, PA  19464 


610-326-2506  *  www.artfusion19464.org 


The mission of ArtFusion 19464 is to enrich the lives of the residents in the greater Pottstown area through the visual arts, 
regardless of ethnicity and economic situations. Our goal is to spark creativity, build self-confidence  


and develop community bonds through education, mentoring and community service. 


 


 


 


PA Council of the Arts 


216 Finance Building 


Harrisburg, PA 17120 


 


 


To whom it may concern: 


 


We are writing this letter in support of the proposed of the Pottstown School District (PSD) 


initiative in applying for the Creative Community Grant.  


 


ArtFusion 19464 was the first visual arts non-profit organization to setup shop in Pottstown 


PA in 2004. In the past 15 years we have seen, first hand, what the arts can do to help 


revitalize a community that has truly fallen on hard times. Initiatives like what the PSD is 


proposing for interactive visual arts are important. These projects come back to the roots of 


what family engagement means. They give neighborhood kids what they seek and thrive on: 


interaction and a sense of belonging. 


 


In a community where poverty is all too prevalent, many local grassroots initiatives have 


begun to create a sense of hope that is starting to spread within our neighborhoods, a block 


at a time:  community gardens, bike trails, and more out-of-school initiatives that empower 


our youth and our families. Pottstown is ready and eager for change, we hope you will agree. 


 


Again, ArtFusion 19464 is in full support of this project. 


 


 


Artfully, 


 
Erika 
 


 


 
 











Borough of Pottstown
Borough Hall, 100 East High Street
Pottstown, Pennsylvania 1946+9525
(61.0) 970-6500


June 25.2019


PA Council on the Arts
216 Finance Building
Harrisburg, PA 17t2O


Dear PA Council of the Arts:


The Borough of Pottstown wishes to express support for the Pottstown School District's funding
application for your Creative Community Program.


The Pottstown School District is now planning and raising funds to complete a program that would bring
interactive street games, through public art, to our community. The implementation of this new and
creative project in Pottstown will be the next step for ongoing inclusion of art and interactive play on
our streets, trails, and in our neighborhoods. The Borough recognizes the important role the arts play in
creating a welcoming, active, and inclusive community.


The Borough fully supports the Pottstown School District in this endeavor and hopes the PA Council of
Arts will favorably consider this funding request.


Sincerely,


Kourtney L. High







 
 
PA Council on the Arts 
216 Finance Building 
Harrisburg, PA 17120 
 
 
June 23, 2019 
 
 
Dear Madam or Sir: 
 
The Hill School is in full support of Pottstown School District’s grant application to obtain funding 
for their Creative Communities Initiative proposal. 
 
As an educational and anchor institution in the Borough, we deeply value our relationship with the 
Pottstown community and believe an endeavor like this placemaking project could serve to further 
spur creativity among the middle school students while providing a safe space for innovative art 
projects. 
 
At The Hill School, we endorse community-driven initiatives because we believe they contribute 
to transformative change in Pottstown and can accelerate cohesive community building. 
Furthermore, we recognize the ever-present demand for urban placemaking in a fast-changing, 
twenty-first century society and in a town that is undergoing rapid revitalization. Increasingly, 
Pottstown is in the news for its new venues and destination places: this project would add to that 
list in the world of education.  We also recognize that children and millennials often lead the charge 
in innovative discovery, yet still respect the advice and wisdom of older, most experienced 
generations.  This arts-based project would make room for this process to occur naturally, and 
would allow for many area stakeholders to participate in the process. 
 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with further questions regarding this letter of support. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
 
Twila J. Fisher 
Director of Community and Economic Development 
tfisher@thehill.org 
610-780-6324 







 
 



















JOSEPH ClRESl, MEMBER
146TH LEGISLATIVE DISTBICT


1254 EAST WING
P.O. BOX 202146


HABFISBURG, PA 17 120-21 46
(717\ 783-4086


FAX: (717) 705-1891


COMMITTEES


COMI\4ERCE


LOCAL GOVEFNI\,4ENT


STATE GOVEFINI\,IENT


PARK TOWNE PLAZA
301 N. LEWIS BD,


ROYEFISFORD, PA 19468
(484\ 200-8265


FAX: (484) 200-8275


HARRISBURG
June26,2019


Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
Attn: Sarah Menitt
Director of Pennsylvania Creative Communities
216 Finance Building
Harrisburg,PA 17120


RE: Pottstown School District Creative Communities Grant Application


Dear Sarah Merritt,


As a State Representative for Pottstown and a member of the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, I am
proud to fully support Pottstown School District's application for your Creative Communities program.
With the help of a $100,000 Creative Communities Grant Pilot over four years, Pottstown Middle
School will be able to bring public art to the Pottstown community, supporting downtown walkability,
well-balanced education, and public exposure to the arts.


The proposal includes public art displays and interactive street games, bringing art and interactive
engagement to Pottstown's many streets, trails, and neighborhoods. Both activities would not only help
engage the local community, but also serve as an open invitation for people to visit Pottstown. Economic
revitalization is on the upward swing in this borough, an important stop along the Schuylkill River Trail.


Over the past two years, a new brewery has joined several new restaurants along High Street, which is
anchored by Steel River Playhouse, itself part of the creative vitalization of Pottstown's historic
downtown. And with Pottstown School District struggling financially as the 5th-most underfunded in the
state, PCA support is critical to making sure we can support this revitalization and bring the arts to
Pottstown's students, residents, and visitors.


As someone who has spent most of his life working and performing in the arts, including 16 years at the
Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts and acting in numerous community plays in Pottstown, I can
personally speak to the ability of the arts to transform communities and bring people together. This
proposal will accomplish not only that, but also engage youth and support education in Pottstown. For
all of these reasons, I fully support Pottstown School District's application.


Sincerely,


fiwwfipryrwwtutiwx
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA


Ciresi


@ enrnrro or REcycLED pApER
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Promoting the Love of Arts for Youth (PLAY) – Kutztown University Arts Society 
 
a) Brief Community Description 


 
Kutztown is located conveniently between Reading and Allentown, less than 20 miles from 
both cities. It is 70 miles from Philadelphia and Harrisburg, 100 miles from New York City, 
120 miles from Baltimore and 160 miles from Washington, D.C. It has 5,012 (2010 census) 
residents in an area encompassing 1.6 square miles in beautiful rural Pennsylvania Dutch 
community. The town supports many unique events such as annual folk festivals, music 
performances, and arts programs, and is home to many hiking trails, stores, shops, and a 
vibrant artistic community. The town has a long history of organizing community-driven arts 
and cultural programming, including events and projects that promote the town’s unique 
identity as an arts enclave in Pennsylvania Dutch country. 
 
b) Description of Existing Cultural Plans 
 
The purpose of this grant is to further support the Promoting the Love of Arts for Youth 
(PLAY) initiative of the Kutztown University Arts Society. PLAY represents the first 
systematic initiative of the KU Arts Society to establish an ongoing platform for artists and 
musicians to engage area K-12 students across multiple artistic media during and outside the 
school day. The core purpose of this initiative is to establish more sustainable partnerships 
between the KU Arts Society and local K-12 schools through educational events and 
activities in the visual and performing arts.  
 
The KU Arts Society is a community-driven organization composed of Kutztown 
townspeople and faculty/staff from Kutztown University. Launched in fall 2018, the Arts 
Society has been successful in the initial stages of fundraising and event programming, and 
our membership continues to grow. Overseen by a Board of Directors composed of 
individuals from diverse professional, community, and artistic backgrounds, we seek to 
leverage additional sources of funding to reach out to a broader scope of school districts in 
the area and to support more programming in arts and culture for children. Over the past 
year, the KU Arts Society and the College of Visual and Performing Arts have jointly 
supported Design Day Camps, Brass, Woodwind and String Days, a Summer Music Festival, 
Friday Night Art, and a Film Festival - all organized in town or on the Kutztown University 
campus for area K-12 students. Programs were open to the public, and many were free. We 
seek to expand upon these successful core projects. 


 
To gauge the success of these programs, the KU Arts Society will establish more 
comprehensive data collection mechanisms to include taking audience counts during 
performances and exhibitions, measuring media exposure, and identifying the extent to 
which artists have expanded their audience base through exposure to new performance 
possibilities. Effective project outcomes will also depend on maintaining new and ongoing 
collaborative efforts with other organizations. Successful collaborations with borough-wide 
institutions such as the Kutztown Community Partnership (a non-profit organization 
dedicated to the economic revitalization and preservation of Kutztown) or the Kutztown 
Chamber of Commerce will be especially helpful in assessing our outreach initiatives. 
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c) Description of Successful Community Partnerships 
 
Over the past year the KU Arts Society partnered with KU Presents!, an arts and music 
concert/workshop series administered and curated by Bryan Zellmer, Director of the series. 
KU Presents! is supported in part by the Kutztown University Foundation. The KU Arts 
Society solicited funds and in-kind support to help facilitate additional matinee programs by 
KU Presents! series performers that were designed specifically for youth audiences. PLAY 
began as an extension of this partnership, and the increase in financial support for 
programmatic activities for children opened doors for further efforts to reach out to K-12 
schools in the area. PLAY has also created lasting partnerships with the Kutztown 
Community Partnership, the Kutztown Area School District, and the Kutztown Arts 
Academy.  


 
d) Description of Community Opportunity or Challenge 


 
Promoting the Love of Arts for Youth (PLAY) offers two primary areas of opportunity: 
 
1) We seek to offer K-12 students exposure to a larger scope of community artists, and to 
increase the overall number of youth we support. We have local K-12 educators on our Board 
of Directors, and we hope to more effectively leverage these contacts to reach out to 
surrounding school districts in the area. 
 
2) We also hope to establish relationships with lesser-known artists, especially those not 
associated with larger or more powerful institutions, as well as those who work in the artistic 
and performative traditions unique to the area. Here we hope to target local and emerging 
artists and musicians through outreach efforts, offering opportunities for paid work. Under 
this model, a Program Committee of the KU Arts Society Board of Directors will identify 
artists and musicians based on appropriateness of style, level of skill, and their capacity to 
effectively work with children. Ultimately, organizing events with broader numbers and 
scope of artists and musicians will promote Kutztown as a place people want to live or visit. 
 
In the end, PLAY will cultivate the work of local and emerging artists/musicians, promote 
Kutztown’s unique identity, support partnerships with area school districts, expose K-12 
children to a wide diversity of artistic and musical traditions, and leverage additional sources 
of outside funding.   
 















 


 


June 26, 2019 


Kutztown University Arts Society                                                                                                                                              


Kutztown University Foundation and Alumni Engagement                                                                                    


15197 Kutztown Road                                                                                                                                                                          


Kutztown, PA 19530 


     As a non-profit (501C3) Main Street organization, Kutztown Community Partnership (KCP) is 


pleased to support the Letter of Intent submitted by the Kutztown University Arts Society for the 


Pennsylvania Council on the Arts for the Creative Communities Pilot Initiative. 


     We are especially supportive of this application with a focus on strengthening Pennsylvania 


through the arts and promoting communities as a place that people will want to live, work, stay and 


play.  As a historic borough and downtown, Kutztown offers numerous festivals and events throughout 


the year, a rich architectural heritage, over 130 businesses offering a full array of goods and services, 


and a number of German Cultural Heritage, art, and tourism experiences.  The borough recently hired 


a consultant to offer practical recommendations, identify its strengths and update its vision for the 


future.  Kutztown University will play a key role in the vision process.   


Kutztown Community Partnership supports and recommends Kutztown University Arts Society to the 


Pennsylvania Council on the Arts for funding for the Creative Communities Initiative with a focus on the 


Promoting the Love of the Arts for Youth (P.L.A.Y) series.  This new endeavor will open opportunities 


for students K-12 to be exposed to quality art experiences on campus and downtown.  Creating a 


vibrant arts community will hopefully attract new customers, residents, and businesses to shop, dine, 


and invest in our community.                                                                                                               


Sincerely, 


Jerry Schearer, President                                                                                                                                                               


Kutztown Community Partnership 


Kutztown Community Partnership, a non-profit 501(C3) dedicated to the preservation and revitalization of downtown 


Kutztown.  Address:  306 W. Main Street, Kutztown PA 19530     Phone:  484-646-9069 
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The Village of Arts and Humanities 
2019 LOI to Pennsylvania Council on The Arts, Creative Communities 
Proposal Narrative 


LOI SUMMARY 


To provide multi-year support for The Village of Arts and Humanities’ Creative Placemaking  
initiatives, which utilize arts and culture to drive equitable, people-centered community development  
in North Central Philadelphia. 


ORGANIZATIONAL BACKGROUND 


Organizational Overview 


Our mission is to amplify the voices and aspirations of our North Philadelphia community by providing 
arts-based opportunities for self-expression and personal success that engage youth and their families, 
revitalize physical space, and preserve black heritage. The Village values art as its most powerful and effective 
tool for catalyzing healthy and sustainable societal change. Art, in this context, is creativity in thinking, in 
methodology, and in implementation.  


Our 30-year legacy is anchored in artist-facilitated community building beginning with the work of Arthur Hall 
and Ile Ife Black Humanitarian Center (predecessor to The Village) and Village Founder, Lily Yeh. Today, The 
Village remains a neighborhood anchor institution built by and for the community. It is a creative placemaking 
project unto itself, comprising 15 art parks and 12 programs buildings, annually impacting 1500 community 
residents, enlisting the help of 400 volunteers, and engaging 550 teens that attend Village's after-school and 
summer programs.  


Our seven core programs work at the intersection of art, education and social justice to: amplify the creative 
power of our community; build bridges across race, class, age and expertise; question and replace unjust and 
ineffective systems; activate passion and enhance skills present in community youth/adults; and construct 
new avenues towards civic engagement.. 


Geographic Location 


The Village serves the neighborhood residents of our disinvested North Central Philadelphia target area 
bordered by 5th and Broad Streets, Diamond and Glenwood Streets. 


THE VILLAGE AND CREATIVE PLACEMAKING 


Community Background / Challenge 


In our democracy, power is supposed to reside with the people—all the people, not just a privileged few. But 
instead, the systems of power that govern our lives have been made for us, and without us. This has made our 
Fairhill-Hartranft neighborhood of Philadelphia vulnerable to rapid disinvestment, rampant state violence, and 
relentless displacement. Systematic disinvestment has worked to break ties between people and place by 
restricting agency, withholding knowledge, and isolating people from resources. Today, neighborhood 
residents experience violent crime and incarceration rates five times higher than the rest of the city, and 12 
times higher than national rates. Here, life expectancy is 15 years shorter than in the city’s wealthiest zip 
codes. 


 







The Village of Arts and Humanities 
2019 LOI to Pennsylvania Council on The Arts, Creative Communities 
Proposal Narrative 


Village Response 


For a half century, in spite of—and because of—these conditions, neighborhood leaders and Village artists 
have worked together to build innovative, arts-based strategies that affirm and reconstitute belonging, with 
and for the residents of our North Philadelphia neighborhood. Today, The Village is urgently responding to 
persistent socio-economic instability by co-designing and implement community development initiatives that 
build the capacity of our neighbors to stay in their homes, reduce violence, support returning citizens, and build 
community wealth and ownership. We draw our inspiration from the community’s artists and activists who 
have gone before us and who we partner with today—the founders of the Ile Ife Black Humanitarian Center, 
The Village, and the Hartranft Community Center; non-institutional safekeepers like Ms. Elner Dawkins and 
James “Big Man” Maxton; and contemporary connection builders like community leaders Nandi and Khalid 
Muhammad.   


Creative Placemaking Programmatic Objectives 


1. Neighborhood: Co-create and co-curate equitable creative placemaking projects in partnership with 
community members, artists, organizers, city agencies, and cross-sector partners  


2. Fields: Refine and formalize Village processes for documenting, interrogating, and sharing  
what we learn 


3. Systems: Leverage art-based “evidence” and research in order to create systems changes necessary 
for equitable neighborhood revitalization  


Village Methodology  


For residents of our Fairhill-Hartranft neighborhood, The Village is not only the place they come to escape the 
daily challenges of surviving; it is where they come to take bold, courageous leaps towards uniquely thriving. 
To scaffold these explorations, we surround our neighbors with models of TRUST, CONSISTENCY, and 
BOLDNESS, both in our people — our staff, community leaders, and partners — and in the physical campus of 
The Village. 


We Generate Questions - We start from what we’ve heard, seen, or learned through trusted community 
relationships. 


We Deepen Understanding - We assemble teams of community members, artists, designers, and organizers 
who utilize art-based, participatory research to interrogate the question.  


We Respond, Reflect, Refine, and Re-up - We design a new strategy, or refine something that exists, seeking 
boldness in our ideas no matter how simple or complex the challenge. We quick-start, test, refine, and then 
redefine the challenge—over and over again.  


Creative Placemaking Projects and Initiatives 


Funding from Pennsylvania Council on the Arts will support community-driven projects within the following 
Creative Placemaking Initiatives: 


The Civic Power Studio - Launching in 2020, The Civic Power Studio is a physical gathering space and media 
lab located in the heart of The Village’s creative campus. Here, community members come together to study 
how power operates; amplify existing neighborhood power; and build new systems of power that are rooted in 







The Village of Arts and Humanities 
2019 LOI to Pennsylvania Council on The Arts, Creative Communities 
Proposal Narrative 


care rather than control. The Civic Power Studio comprises three main initiatives—anyone and everyone living 
or working in the neighborhood can take part. 


The Generator, Building Power by Generating Community Wealth: Artists, issue experts, and 
community residents work together for 9-12 months to design, build, and test systems for generating 
community wealth. 


The Accelerator, Amplifying Power by Accelerating Community Ideas to Strengthen Public Safety: 
Community members apply to receive funding and mentorship to make their safekeeping project ideas 
happen, or expand their existing projects.  


The Lab, Learning Power by Exchanging Knowledge: Media-based workshops and classes to learn and 
practice how power operates on a personal, community, city and national level.  


100 Families Project - 100 Families is our neighborhood stabilization initiative that seeks to anchor 100 
Families with 100 Homes and 100 Jobs for 100 Years in the Fairhill-Hartranft neighborhood of North 
Philadelphia. The project uses arts-based strategies to design, fund, and operate a shared equity 
homeownership program and holistic system of services that will support long-term mobility. 100 Families’ 
success rests on the organization and mobilization of neighborhood residents who can drive and respond to 
pre-development and development decisions that will affect their current and future well being. 


CROSS SECTOR PARTNERSHIPS, EXAMPLES 


2018, Home Court: The Hartranft Basketball Court Revival 
This creative placemaking project used art to respark civic engagement at a beloved local basketball court on 
the eve of its renovation of the Philadelphia 76ers. Neighbors and artists worked to create a 2,500 square foot 
exhibit in photography, audio, and community artifacts, explored the past, present and future of the courts.  


Key Partnerships: Fairhill-Hartranft community members, Philadelphia 76rs, LISC Philadelphia, City Council 
President Darryl Clarke’s Office, Philadelphia Parks and Recreation, Philadelphia Parks Alliance, Hartranft 
Elementary School 


Media Justice Fellowship Program 
This program trains, funds, and supports formerly incarcerated men and women to research, produce, and 
publish a series of multi-media journalistic works about the criminal justice system, centering formerly 
incarcerated Philadelphians as the criminal justice experts. 


Key Partnerships: Philadelphia Reentry Coalition , RESOLVE Phila., WHYY News, Juvenile Law Center 


Village Industries  
Village Industries, the production arm of The Village’s Youth Impact Studios, matches youth with local social 
impact causes as clients for paid creative work combines media arts education, leadership and advocacy 
training, social enterprise, and community development to create pathways to self-sufficiency, actualize 
creative power, weave young people into industry networks, and prepare youth to imagine and undertake 
careers in the creative industry.  


20+ Key Partnerships: Examples - Philadelphia Department of Human Services, ACES Task Force, St John’s 
Employment Services, Philadelphia Drum Project, Arts and Business Council, Healing Hurt People, Milkboy 















6/24/19 


1221 Cumberland St 
Philadelphia, PA 19133 


To whom it may concern: 


This letter is to state my support for The Village of Arts and Humanities' 2019 application to 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts for its pilot program, Creative Communities. 


My name is Nandi Muhammad, and my husband Khalid and I have been community members of the 
Fairhill-Hartranft neighborhood for over 20 years. For that time, we have also run an informal penny 
candy store for children in our own home, and have acted as mentors to the children and youth who 
visit us there. 


We first worked with The Village in 2015 during its Creative Placemaking project, Places of Power. 
With The Village we hosted a Penny Candy Store reunion which enabled us to show all the pictures of 
the children we'd taken over the years, and invite the children who have grown up to revisit their 
memories and pictures, and reconnect with their community. 


Since then I have been involved with The Village in many ways because I like the fact that what they 
do is geared specifically to this neighborhood, as well as their concern for the neighborhood and the 
people in it, and how they incorporate community members to participate in both their planning and 
their activities. I have regularly catered Village events (I am a baker and chef). I've been the voice of 
reason at times as an older person who is part of The Village today, helping both community members 
and staff members in tough times. I am on the Leaders and Builders board and a member of the 
Village's 100 Families Project that works to secure property for families that otherwise may not be 
able to do it on their own, pass it on through generations for the next 100 years, and put a halt to 
gentrification. 


I support The Village's arts and community development work because it is done in my community, 
with true community participation, to enhance the potential beauty and historical value of my 
neighborhood. If we the people who live here do not participate in such projects, then the artists 
doing the work will not have a sense of what we do or do not want to look at. I love many kinds of 
art, but I love art that also tells me a story about me. 


I am look forward to working with the Village on its future work as I do today.


Sincerely yours, 


. �,---Nandi Muhammad 
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Pottsville, Pennsylvania, in the heart of Schuylkill County, is a town with a gilded history 
during the coal mining boom years and a present history like much of rural America.  
Loss of population corresponding to the decline of coal and manufacturing, loss of retail 
strength coinciding with the rise of malls, and loss of identity due to economic decline 
had left the architecturally beautiful center of town in neglected shape.  


In 2016 the Pottsville Business Association, City of Pottsville, and Pottsville Area 
Development Corporation realized that a strategic revitalization plan and networking of 
all community resources was needed as the impetus to revitalize the historic Schuylkill 
County Seat.  The goal was to build on a foundation for success, respect our past, and 
look to our future.  Pottsville would be a cool place to live, a profitable place to do 
business, and a safe place to raise a family.  The plan was facilitated by a consulting 
group that had experience with other rural communities in Pennsylvania. The multi-
sector planning group that came together determined that the critical elements 
necessary to address are: downtown livability, arts and entertainment, and tourism. 
Many community organizations and individuals came forward to contribute ideas, 
funding, and support for the rebirth of the town they love so much. Today the 
Continued Progress Project (CPP) has an ambitious schedule of center city events that 
bring thousands to the area and, through continued expansion of the revitalization 
action plan, will bring more in the future. 


The Block of Art (www.block-of-art.org) is a 13-year-old event started by artists and to 
this day largely run by artists. It has historically been a spring weekend arts festival with 
three goals: to provide a non-juried art show that allows local and regional artists to 
bring their art to the public; to provide the public of all ages the ability to view and 
purchase the impressive work of local artists; and to help downtown organizations and 
businesses. In 2019 it became one of the events of the CPP and moved to a street fair 
format. Block of Art (BOA) has always worked with downtown businesses and 
downtown organizations such as the restored historical theatre, senior center, library, 
and historical society for the event. Theatre, literary, film, and other arts are included. 
To date, BOA has been a strategic partner of Schuylkill County’s VISION who has served 
as its fiscal sponsor. 







As a partner in CPP, Block of Art has undertaken to integrate the arts into more of the 
events CPP is planning. This year Block of Art will have additional galleries at the 190th 
Anniversary of Yuengling in July and at the Greater Pottsville Cruise car show in August, 
as well as a presence at some of the Saturday farmers markets in downtown Pottsville 
this summer. 


One of the great strengths of both the CPP and Block of Art is the many networked 
partnerships both have cultivated. CPP has an extensive list of profit and non-profit 
organizations as well as individuals supporting their initiatives.  More than 100 have 
donated time and funding to the project as every component since its inception has 
been self-funded.  Independently the CPP has raised in excess of $60,000 over the 
course of the last 2.5 years.  CPP has a steering committee that includes eleven 
representatives from different organizations from Pottsville and throughout the county 
who lead the pathway to progress through the Strategic Plan.   


Block of Art has the support of the artists and arts organizations across the county. 
Artists from the Walk In Art Center, Schuylkill County Council for the Arts, the Arts Barn, 
Allied Artists, Mud and Maker, and others all participate in the two-day festival. 
Performances by student dance troupes are held. Downtown churches hold window 
tours. The Schuylkill County Visitors Bureau does a John O’Hara literary walk. The 
Library, Historical Society, and Senior Center all participate throughout the festival 
weekend. Many downtown businesses become galleries. Schools send student art. 
Storefronts are donated by owners and turned into art exhibits. The City of Pottsville 
has been a strong supporter and facilitator for years. Since this is an all-volunteer 
organization, uncounted donated hours are given. The city, the artists, and the public 
have truly embraced the Block of Art. In 2019 we collected 300 surveys from the 
estimated crowd of 1300 that reported 46 zip codes and five states in attendance.   
Through our partnership with CPP we anticipate significant growth in the coming years.  
Many of the events CPP has held have drawn thousands to the City of Pottsville. 


As Pottsville continues the redevelopment of its architecturally stunning downtown and 
looks to improve its future through economic development based around tourism and 
downtown livability, our intention is to continue to integrate the arts as a driver of this 
development.  In order to establish the arts on a firm foundation in this development 
we propose several related initiatives. 


 


 







1. Establish Block of Art as a separate 501c3 with its own Board and full 
responsibility for its development.  This would include mission, values, and by-
laws. 


2. Establish a permanent physical space for the artists in downtown.  This would 
require rental and subsequent purchase of a property in the downtown 
corridor for an artist cooperative that would feature local artists’ work for 
sale.  The Pottsville Area Development Corporation, a partner of both BOA 
and CPP, has offered a significantly reduced rate of lease for the downtown 
presence.  This would also include business plan writing for purposes of 
prolonged sustainability. 


3. Hiring a part-time curator/administrator for the project. 
4. Working closely with CPP to develop public art projects such as murals, 


sculpture, etc. 
5. Work with the regional Folk Art Alliance to feature the unique folk arts of the 


region. 
6. Continued development of relationships with regional arts organizations and 


artists, businesses, and governmental and downtown organizations. 
7. Continued adherence to the outline set forth by the Strategic Plan where arts 


and events are identified as a key performance indicator to further progress in 
the City of Pottsville.  Please refer to the following link for the full study and 
other current projects happening in the City of Pottsville 
(www.downtownpottsville.com/continued-progress-project). 


 


This project will promote continued development of a strong arts-based infrastructure 
in downtown Pottsville. Block of Art has been an organizing force in bringing together 
artists, downtown anchor organizations, the city and community organizations. PADCO 
and the continuous Progress Project have successfully brought together elements of 
private and public support for the revitalization of the city.  Their slate of events for the 
downtown has brought new interest in economic redevelopment for the area. This 
project has the capacity to make Pottsville once more a city of prosperous merchants, 
attractive apartments, exciting events and opportunities for all members of our 
community. 


 



http://www.downtownpottsville.com/continued-progress-project
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PCA Creative Communities – Letter of Interest 


 


Art-Reach is excited to submit this Letter of Interest for consideration as part of the Creative 
Communities funding initiative of the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. If funded, Art-Reach will expand 
opportunities for arts engagement to the entire disability community in Pennsylvania.  


THE COMMUNITY 


Philadelphia has the largest proportional disability community of the top ten major cities across the 
United States. In Philadelphia, the disability community represents 16% of the overall population 
according to 2016 census data – about 246,000 people in total.  As such, people with disabilities 
represent a significant portion of Philadelphia’s overall population. However, the community has 
historically been ignored with regard to arts accessibility. Organizations have hidden behind ugly terms 
like “undue burden” and “grandfathered in” to ignore the requirements laid out in the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. This project aims to remove the cost associated with admission to arts venues and to 
change attitudinal barriers about disability across the arts sector. 


Art-Reach has been a leader in creating access to the arts for people with disabilities and low-income 
communities since 1986. However, until 2014 Art-Reach was still only able to impact about 13,000 
people per year through its programs. Over the last four years, Art-Reach has experienced significant 
growth – engaging over 200,000 people per year and fostering relationships with over 400 arts and 
human service nonprofits in Southeast Pennsylvania. Art-Reach’s unique position is the center where 
the arts, human services, and the disability community converge. Leveraging that position is paramount 
to create systemic change that fundamentally alters the delivery of the arts in Pennsylvania. 


THE IDEA  


In 2015, Art-Reach created a partnership amongst arts organizations that served anyone in the state of 
Pennsylvania who received assistance through an Access EBT card. The program, though wildly 
successful, left out a huge portion of people in the disability community who did not qualify for state 
assistance. This initiative will fix the unforeseen consequence of the program’s original parameters.  


Art-Reach will create the first revenue sharing discount partnership in the arts by developing the Art-
Reach ACCESS Pass. The Art-Reach ACCESS Pass will be available to people with disabilities and 
people who are deaf in the greater Philadelphia region.  Distributed and monitored annually by Art-
Reach, the ACCESS Pass will provide an opportunity for people with disabilities to significantly reduce 
the financial barriers that prevent arts participation.  


Once a person acquires an Art-Reach ACCESS Pass, they will be eligible for $2 admission at 35 
museums and 13 live arts theatres. In addition, ACCESS Pass holders will be able to bring up to three 
additional guests with them on every visit for just $2 per person.  The Art-Reach ACCESS Pass is fueled 
by partnerships that Art-Reach has developed over the years through its existing programs. All 48 
participating venues are committed to the launch of the Art-Reach ACCESS Pass making this one of 
the most elaborate arts partnerships in the country.  


This revenue sharing model is the first of its kind. After purchasing an Art-Reach ACCESS Pass from 
Art-Reach, pass holders can visit cultural organizations across the region. The $2 admission rate will be 
captured by the participating venues along with all-peripheral spending that occurs. Recent research 
shows that peripheral spending amounts to approximately $15 of additional revenue for each 
admission. In total, the ‘per head’ revenue capture for participating venues is $17 per visitor.  
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Art-Reach expects to see higher engagement through the Art-Reach ACCESS Pass than it currently 
sees through the ACCESS Philly program – a program only available to current Pennsylvania ACCESS 
Cardholders. Pennsylvania Access Cards are distributed by the County Assistance Office to individuals 
who qualify for food stamps or medical assistance from the state of Pennsylvania. In 2018, over 
155,000 people participated in Art-Reach’s ACCESS Philly program, generating over $2.6 million of 
revenue for partners and saving end-users roughly $2 million in admission fees. The success of 
ACCESS Philly shed light on an unintended consequence – the portion of the disability community in 
the region who do not qualify for state assistance but still do not have enough income to enjoy the arts.  


THE PROCESS 


To launch this initiative, Art-Reach engaged a team of nine strategy professionals from Compass Pro 
Bono to develop an implementation plan. The planning is now complete and Art-Reach seeks the funds 
to begin implementation immediately. In addition to increased engagement of thousands of new arts 
patrons through the project, Art-Reach realized the need to put forth a plan that is sustainable and 
manageable for its five-person staff. This project is a first-of-its-kind initiative, and as such, there are no 
examples upon which to base expectations. Knowing that, this project is as efficient as it is innovative. 
Art-Reach will upgrade its website and database to increase effectiveness with an eye toward the user 
experience. Given the target audience, Art-Reach will also focus on strategic marketing efforts to grow 
the program significantly from year to year. Throughout this project, Art-Reach will embrace its core 
value of ‘nothing about us, without us’ by engaging the disability community at each step.  
 
Art-Reach is the only organization capable of managing this initiative. For over 33 years, Art-Reach has 
worked at the intersection of accessibility and arts engagement. Specifically, Art-Reach works to 
engage the arts sector so that they design programs to be accessible to people with disabilities. Art-
Reach takes a progressive approach to disability – believing that disability is a product of design rather 
than diagnosis, and that good design creates a more accessible world.  
 
This project will embrace an increasing trend toward independence within the disability community. For 
40 years, national organizations like ADAPT have been fighting for people with disabilities to live free, 
with personal choice and independence. Locally, Liberty Resources, a center for independent living for 
people with disabilities in Philadelphia, has been advocating for people with disabilities to ensure their 
civil rights and equality to all aspects of life. Art-Reach has been an advocate for over 33 years; 
however, its current business model only allows individuals to engage with the arts through a human 
service agency. Inherently, this leaves specific decisions for arts engagement up to the employees at 
the participating human service agency – not the actual arts patron. This has bottlenecked operations 
and taken personal choice about the type of art to experience away from individuals. This project 
breaks the bottleneck of engagement and returns ownership of experience to the individual. 
 
Innovation is at the heart of this project. In the past, all discounts offered by Art-Reach required some 
type of affiliation – human service agency affiliation or a food assistance/medical benefit card issued 
by the state. Other cities and national programs have used these same methods in the past. This 
project is designed completely around the idea of self-identification and independent inclusion.  
 
Finally, this project will fundamentally transform Art-Reach by creating a new business model: away 
from the business-to-business model, turning Art-Reach into a direct service provider for people with 
disabilities while presenting the community with an independent choice as it pertains to the arts.   
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THE IMPACT 
 
Through targeted market research, Art-Reach can estimate the programmatic and economic impact of 
this initiative. Reasonable growth expectations indicate that just over 15,000 people will join the 
program in the first three years. A full breakdown of the program and economic impact is below.  


Year Pass Holders Total Visits Admission $ saved by  
end users 


New $ generated 
for arts orgs 


1 4,266 25,596 $398,018 $435,132 
2 9,543 57,258 $890,361 $973,386 
3 15,487 92,222 $1,434,052 $1,567,774 


  


By the end of the Creative Communities grant period (3 years), end users will have saved over $2.7M in 
admission – fees that research suggests the community would not have paid in the first place due to 
the cost barrier of admission. In addition, the arts sector will generate over $2.9M in new revenue 
through reduced admission and peripheral spending.  


WHY ART-REACH 


No other organization in the state is capable of managing a project of this size at this time. Art-Reach is 
ready to implement the initiative right now. Art-Reach does not need funding to explore the feasibility of 
this initiative – the feasibility study is complete; the planning is over and the organization is ready to 
act. With the partnerships firmly in place, Art-Reach is ready to set a new standard for how arts 
organizations can engage underserved communities.  


This initiative will create a model for how large-scale, revenue sharing partnerships in the arts can be 
successful. The following partners are on-board to participate: 


Museums: Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, The African American Museum in 
Philadelphia, American Swedish Historical Museum, Bartram’s Garden, Betsy Ross House, Brandywine 
River Museum, Chanticleer Garden, Christ Church and Christ Church Burial Ground, Eastern State 
Penitentiary, Franklin Institute, Franklin Square – Parx Liberty Carousel, Franklin Square – Philly Mini 
Golf, Grumblethorpe, Independence Seaport Museum, Insectarium & Butterfly Pavilion, James A. 
Michener Art Museum, Longwood Gardens, Morris Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania, 
Museum of the American Revolution, Mutter Museum, National Constitution Center, National Liberty 
Museum, National Museum of American Jewish History, Penn Museum, Pennsylvania Academy of the 
Fine Arts, Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens, Physick House, Please Touch 
Museum, Powel House, Shofuso Japanese House and Garden, Tyler Arboretum, Waynesborough, 
Wharton Esherick Museum, Woodmere Art Museum. 


Theaters: 1812 Theater Company, 11th Hour Theatre Company, Arden Theatre, ComedySportz, EgoPo 
Classic Theatre, FringeArts, Inis Nua Theatre, InterAct Theatre Company, Philadelphia Theatre 
Company, Quintessence Theatre, Temple Theaters, Theatre Horizon, Wilma Theatre.  


THE LAST QUESTION 


The only question left is to find out if the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts will be the partner to make 
this initiative a reality. Your funding at $25,000 each year for the next three years will move Art-Reach 
into action. We hope you will consider this initiative as part of your funding strategy.  











 


 


 


 
June 28, 2019 


 


Dear PCA Creative Community Grant Reviewer, 


I am writing today to offer my support of Art-Reach’s application to expand their ACCESS Philly program 
to include people with disabilities who do not have an Access Card from the state of Pennsylvania.  


Art-Reach and Theatre Philadelphia collaborated in 2018 to expand the ACCESS Philly program to include 
theatres across the region. What was once a museum-centric program has evolved to include the live 
arts of the region, with 13 theatre companies joining in for the first year. The expansion has proven 
successful as engagement in the live arts portion of the program increased by 401% in the first 9 
months. Over 2,300 people engaged with theatres because of the ACCESS Philly program. Now Theatre 
Philadelphia wants to support Art-Reach’s effort to bring theatre experiences to every person with a 
disability. The expansion of ACCESS Philly will make that possible.  


Equitable access to live arts has been a mainstay in our work at Theatre Philadelphia. We are committed 
to leading efforts that grow audiences and promote the public's participation in this community's work. 
ACCESS Philly accomplishes that for our region. Beyond that though, ACCESS Philly presents an 
opportunity to engage an audience that has traditionally been excluded from barrier-free participation. 
It is the responsibility of everyone to ensure that all people have access to the arts. No other partnership 
exists like ACCESS Philly. To be on the doorstep of something even bigger is exciting for the theatre 
community and for the city.  


I urge you to fund Art-Reach’s application to expand ACCESS Philly.  


  


Sincerely,  


 


Leigh Goldenberg 
Executive Director, Theatre Philadelphia 







 


 


 


 


 


June 28, 2019 


 


Dear PCA Creative Community Grant Reviewer, 


I am writing today to offer my support of Art-Reach’s application to expand their ACCESS Philly program. 


Art-Reach is one of the most innovative organizations working to advance the experiences that people 


with disabilities have concerning arts engagement. They are a treasure in Philadelphia and an asset to 


the disability community. This project will ensure that every single person with a disability can access 


nearly 50 arts organizations for only $2 per person, per visit. A partnership of this breadth is 


unprecedented and deserves the full support of the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts.   


I am fortunate to have seen the work of Art-Reach up close over the last several years. As one of my go-


to partners, I can attest that the work that Art-Reach does is second to none when it comes to accessible 


arts engagement. Their leadership is committed to a bold vision of making the region the most 


accessible in the country. This particular effort will set the stage for how arts accessibility could be 


accomplished across the entire country. I have seen their work span the entire spectrum of art 


organizations and I have personally worked with them to make theaters, museums, gardens and events 


more accessible to people with cognitive and sensory perception diagnoses.  


Among all the barriers to arts engagement for people with disabilities, the financial barrier rises above 


the rest. Art-Reach has figured out how to remove that barrier across the board for people with 


disabilities and their families and friends. There is no other organization capable of removing the 


financial barrier the way that Art-Reach proposes. The partnership is already built. The team at Art-reach 


is ready to act. The community is ready to engage. This is the time to make change happen and you have 


the power to catalyze all of it.  


I hope you strongly consider funding Art-Reach’s ACCESS Pass initiative. It will transform a city; it will 


transform the state; and it will lead the country.  


Sincerely,  


 


Roger I. Ideishi, JD, OT/L, FAOTA 


Professor and Researcher 
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CREATIVE COMMUNITIES NARRATIVE 
 
ABOUT LANCASTER PUBLIC ART 


Lancaster Public Art focuses on equity, livability and excellence to promote 
neighborhood connectivity, create meaningful collaborations, and magnify Lancaster’s 
distinct sense of place. The Office of Public Art, a bureau of the City of Lancaster, was 
created in 2010 and is operated by the Public Art Manager. Lancaster Public Art (LPA) is 
comprised of the Office of Public Art, a Public Art Advisory Board (PAAB), and community 
volunteers called Public Art Advocates. In December of 2016, we launched our Ten-Year 
Plan with input from residents and community stakeholders. The Plan serves as a bedrock 
and is guiding LPA’s development of projects and programming rooted in artist-led 
community development and methods that promote placemaking and placekeeping; 
respecting the activities, diversity of residents, and community; and supporting and 
augmenting ongoing work in the community by both the City and partners. Mayor Danene 
Sorace, inaugurated in 2018, recognizes how artists can be powerful problem solvers and 
encourages incorporating art interdepartmentally. Internally public art is being adapted as 
an accessible method of engaging residents in planning processes cross-departmentally. 
 
OUR COMMUNITY AND WORK 
 Lancaster is a welcoming, thriving arts destination, yet parts of our City experience 
disproportionate poverty and inequality. The City of Lancaster has a population of 59,556, 
of which 26.5% live below the poverty line, 12.6% were born outside of the U.S., 38.7% are 
Hispanic, and 16.2% speak English less than “very well” (ACS 2013-2017 estimates). 
Projects over the past two years have focused on communities in Southeast and Southwest 
Lancaster, with disproportionately high low income and minority populations. Below is an 
overview of recent and ongoing collaborative community projects that are aimed at 
demonstrating how public art can be implemented by individuals and organizations 
throughout the community; as our partners and neighbors have seen the success of these 
projects, they are starting to plan the execution of their own public art projects with the 
assistance of LPA. 
 A neighborhood planning committee selected artist Josh Graupera, from Southeast 
Lancaster, to lead Public Art Civic Engagement (PACE) Southeast. Graupera created spaces 
for community-centered dialogue to boost community development and inform future LPA 
projects. During the summer of 2018, he led bi-lingual gatherings and workshops in 
Southeast Lancaster where residents were asked to contemplate: “What places in your 
community would you like to transform or enhance with art?”, ‘How has your 
neighborhood helped shape you/your community?”, and “How does your culture or 
traditions influence your community? Your home?” to inform planning of future projects. In 
the fall of 2018, Graupera used a roving pushcart as a new mechanism to further 
community-centered dialogue through the arts. The cart opens to become a printmaking 
station and serves as a community information exchange hub. Graupera created and 
exchanged over 100 artworks with neighbors including a t-shirt printing workshop and he 
used the printmaking push-cart at community organization events, helping us to reach 
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more people. Partnering organizations for PACE Southeast included the Spanish American 
Civic Association, Crispus Attucks Community Center, Plaza San Juan Bautista, and the 
Lancaster City Housing Authority. 


Culliton Park Art has combined a public works park renovation with grassroots arts-
based community outreach. A selection committee of park neighbors chose artist Matthew 
Geller to join the landscape designers to infuse artful elements into typical park features as 
an alternative to buying off-the-shelf amenities. Artist Salina Almanzar joined the team to 
facilitate creative and collaborative community meetings that envision the future of the 
Culliton Park neighborhood and create a sense of ownership in the redeveloped park. Over 
the summer of 2018, Almanzar created several projects with neighbors of the park, the 
neighborhood of which is rapidly changing, to get input from neighbors who may feel 
further disenfranchised by the park renovation and to encourage their ownership of the 
space. Love Notes to a Park began during Open Streets, a city-wide event that includes that 
area of the park. Community members wrote notes to the park, in the shape of a heart, and 
tied their sentiments to the park’s surrounding chain link fence. They were encouraged to 
express wishes for the new park and things they don’t like about the current park. All input 
was given to the design team working on the renovation. After hearing that there was a 
need for more arts activities for kids in the area, Almanzar developed Art Pop, an arts 
activity station housed inside a colorful tent. Art Pop was stationed in the park on 
weekends and was well attended by kids and parents working on activities, creating 
paintings and continuing Love Notes to a Park. In September, Almanzar used photos and 
words of neighbors collected in her time at the park to create the temporary mural, This 
Neighborhood Is…. The mural was painted on the side of the Water Street Mission, a full-
service homeless shelter, adjacent to the park. The portraits represent a handful of 
residents who have had an impact on the neighborhood. Earlier this month, Americans for 
the Arts  honored This Neighborhood Is… as one of 50 outstanding public arts projects 
created in 2018 through the Public Art Network Year in Review program. Almazar has 
started Art Pop in the park again for 2019; this time the outcome will be a woven tapestry 
that will cover a length of the chain link fence on the Water Street side of the park as well as 
a community art exhibit. We have partnered with Church World Services’ Language Beyond 
Borders program to provide multilingual interpreters to encourage participation among 
the large refugee and immigrant population surrounding the park. These PACE projects are 
proving to strengthen community by creating space to engage with artists and one another 
in a creative and lasting way. Project partners, including the Water Street Mission and the 
SoWe neighborhood group are now planning to lead projects in and around the park with 
LPA’s assistance. 


The Artful Intersections pilot project is Crystal & First at the main entrance of 
Crystal Park in Southwest Lancaster. LPA started working with the West Lancaster Jewels 
neighborhood group and artist/member, Justin Jones to create a street mural in response 
to speeding near their local park. The goal of this project is two-fold: to boost community 
development of the Crystal Park area while creating a safer intersection for pedestrians 
and cyclists and to serve as a demonstration project for the community to see how public 
art can be transformative and for LPA to learn from this project. The street mural will serve 
as a reflection of the life and culture of the neighborhood; is expected to expand the 
perceived public space to encompass the street; increase awareness and safety of 
alternative forms of transportation; and boost community development. While 
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implementing the Crystal & First project, LPA will compile a toolkit for neighborhood 
leaders to use to implement their own Artful Intersections projects throughout the City. 
The toolkit will document public engagement needed, the permitting process, supplies, 
artist qualifications, key considerations, approximate budget, and resources. 
 The NEA recently awarded LPA and F&M College’s Phillips Museum of Art (PMA), in 
collaboration with city-wide community organizations, a $75,000 Our Town grant for PACE 
Boosting Communities to simultaneously strengthen community in southwest and 
southeast Lancaster and build the capacity of local emerging artists. Lancasterians are 
proud of our local artists, yet many of the community, including artists themselves, may not 
see artists as leaders and social change agents. However, LPA and PMA recognize that 
artists are uniquely situated to bridge gaps and lead the work of placekeeping the City 
needs to thrive. Though possessing great capacity, emerging artists often lack the skills and 
know-how to access support for their work. PACE Boosting Communities will address this 
need by offering workshops, the opportunity to work alongside of visiting artists, and 
resources available through the PMA to a cohort of six local artists. The result will be a 
major temporary public art installation and a seminal exhibition at the PMA.  This 
public/private collaboration responds to two important community needs: the desire to 
commission public art created by local artists and the need for placekeeping in the 
southern half of Lancaster.  
 
HOW CREATIVE COMMUNITIES CAN HELP 


As PACE has been building enthusiasm for public art in nearly every corner of 
Lancaster, there is a growing demand for next steps. To meet this need, LPA plans to 
provide tools and resources for artists, community groups, and organizations to plan and 
implement public art projects on their own. LPA is currently working on a City policy and 
permitting process for artists to make temporary artwork on public property. Having a 
policy in place is not enough; it will take a creative outreach campaign to get the word out. 
In a city with a robust refugee and immigrant population, it is crucial that we make sure the 
outreach is accessible and legible for the many populations that make up our city. Creative 
Communities will enable these tools to come to life and will fund the outreach campaign 
and language assistance necessary, for both Spanish and additional languages. 


LPA’s programming is constrained by its one person staff; increased capacity is vital 
to continue to foster collaborative projects and expand outreach. While the Our Town grant 
and matching funds will be funding a part-time position through PACE Boosting 
Communities, Creative Communities funding will help to expand the position to full-time in 
order to help individuals and community groups with project implementation and 
strengthening community collaboration across sectors. Our partnerships with local 
foundations and private donors will yield more than $75,000 in 2019. The Sorace 
administration encourages local foundations and businesses to invest in our 
neighborhoods and marginalized communities, thus LPA is confident that the position will 
become sustainable as more and more partners witness public art as a catalyst. Creative 
Communities will provide the boost needed for a more sustainable art ecosystem where 
residents are empowered to utilize public art to raise awareness of concerns, 
achievements, culture, and celebrate community in Lancaster. 
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Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
Creative Communities 
Steel River Playhouse- Letter of Interest 
 
June 25, 2019 
 
This letter signifies that Steel River Playhouse would like to apply to the Pennsylvania Council 
on the Arts’ Creative Communities grant initiative. The mission of the Steel River Playhouse is to 
strengthen community, inspire creative exploration, educate, and entertain, through the 
presentation of quality performing arts events and education for diverse audiences. Steel River 
Playhouse is a fully inclusive community and works diligently to increase community access to 
the playhouse and to the Arts. 


We are part of a growing number of performing arts organizations creating a new paradigm for 
American theater. Steel River Playhouse is located in historic Pottstown, Pennsylvania and we 
are committed to its creative and economic revitalization.  We meld the traditions of 
volunteerism, camaraderie, and entertainment of community theater, with the artistic goals, 
education, and skilled staff of professional theater. Our theater: 


• Attracts new audiences to live theater, with convenient, affordable and high-quality 
performances, comprehensive educational offerings, and enriching volunteer 
participation in all aspects of theatre arts, both onstage and off. 


• Embraces emerging and established artists, allowing them to take risks, stretch their 
skills, and present new work. 


• Supports community, as a magnet destination promoting Pottstown’s revival as a 
cultural hub. 


• Encourages creative exploration and skill-building for students and volunteers of all 
ages, working side-by-side with professional instructors, performers, directors, and 
designers. 


• Reaches approximately 2000 area children per year, many of whom experience 
disabilities, are under served or at risk. Additionally, our scholarship program ensures 
that no child is turned away for not having the economic means to pay for the lesson, 
camp or workshop. 


• Offers free performances to area children and their families in low to mid income 
households  


• Offers a performing arts class for special needs children. 
• Produces over 110 individual performances every year. 


 







Historic Pottstown is situated on the picturesque Schuylkill River in the western corner of 
Montgomery County bordering Chester and Berks Counties.  Our town is experiencing a type of 
renaissance complete with a burgeoning downtown district, an increased focus on community 
development, and a robust system of public parks and recreational attractions. In the past 6 
months, the playhouse has welcomed 6 new neighbors in the downtown district including a 
variety of restaurants and eateries, an ax throwing attraction and a vodka bar.  There is a 
vibrancy to Pottstown at the moment that the playhouse is proud to be a part of.  Steel River 
Playhouse acts as the heartbeat in the life of our downtown.  The playhouse is centrally located 
and is easily accessed by car, public transportation, by bike or on foot.  
 
The professional staff at Steel River Playhouse are well experienced in developing innovative 
programming and implementing plans for creative and impactful initiatives.  By way of example, 
the playhouse has developed an initiative to give unpublished playwrights the opportunity to 
submit original works for review called The Refinery: A Festival of New Work. Semifinalists are 
highlighted through two readings open to the public and receive feedback from the audience 
response and from assigned dramaturgs.  The winning work is then fully produced for the Steel 
River stage and is included in our annual production season.  The goal of this initiative is to help 
new playwrights hone their craft, and to draw attention to new works and their talented 
creators.  
 
Steel River Playhouse is also proud of its work with the Theatre for Young Audiences initiative.  
Through generous grant funding, the playhouse invites 1000 students from the local school 
district to the theatre to participate in a youth focused production free of charge.  This year, we 
will be producing Aesop’s (Oh so Slightly) Updated Fables. Based on information from our 
patron database it is evident that without this initiative the majority of students attending 
Elementary and Middle School in Pottstown would not or could not access local, live theatre at 
Steel River Playhouse.  This project opens the hearts and minds of thousands of young people 
every year to the opportunities the Arts can provide them. 
 
Steel River Playhouse is committed to inclusion, education and expanding the reach of the arts.  
Our commitment is evident in our mission and in the initiatives and projects we care about and 
support.  We also support collaboration and community development.  The playhouse 
maintains positive and productive relationships with a wide variety of community partners 
including, but not limited to: 
 
Pottstown School District 
Pottstown Area Industrial Development 
First Presbyterian Church 
First Baptist Church 
Olivet Boys and Girls Club 
Mosaic Community Land Trust 


Kimberton Arts Alliance 
The Hill School 
ArtFusion 
Developmental Enterprise Corporation 
Montgomery County Community College 
YWCA 


 
By partnering with a wide variety of community partners, the playhouse is able to support 
diverse initiatives in the community and diversify our own network enabling us to connect in 







meaningful ways with the community at large.  The playhouse believes that strength and 
innovation come from collaboration.  Our extensive network of community partners will serve 
the playhouse well in developing and implementing our Creative Communities project. 
 
Our primary goal through the Creative Communities project is to create an opportunity to 
increase the diversity of those interacting with the Arts in Pottstown through transformational 
storytelling. Identity, belonging, and inclusiveness will be achieved by developing and telling the 
story of Pottstown and its citizens. This will be accomplished by supporting outreach to meet 
people where they are in the community; where they live, play and work, providing them with 
the opportunity to tell their story and see it reflected through a variety of artistic works. We 
anticipate connecting with community members of all ages, gender identities, socio-economic 
statuses, abilities, religions, and racial and ethnic backgrounds.  This project will produce one or 
more works that can be replicated and retold in our community and in other communities.  
 
Your generous funding will allow us to develop a project of transformational storytelling which 
will impact our community, our neighbors and the Arts in the Pottstown area.  We would be 
honored to submit a full application to the Council on the Arts.  Thank you for this opportunity 
to participate in the process.  The playhouse and its professional staff are dedicated to being 
excellent stewards of funding and work diligently to meet outcomes in a timely fashion and 
within budget.  We look forward to future communication and the opportunity to provide you 
with a more detailed proposal for this initiative. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Alli Smale 
Development Associate 
610-633-0104 







 
 


341 Beech St, Unit 1, Pottstown, PA  19464 
610-326-2506  *  www.artfusion19464.org 


The mission of ArtFusion 19464 is to enrich the lives of the residents in the greater Pottstown area through the visual arts, 
regardless of ethnicity and economic situations. Our goal is to spark creativity, build self-confidence  


and develop community bonds through education, mentoring and community service. 


 
 
 


 
June 26, 2019 
 
PA Council of the Arts 
216 Finance Building 
Harrisburg, PA 17120 
 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 
It is my pleasure to write a letter in support of Steel River Playhouse’s proposal to develop a Creative 
Placemaking initiative in Pottstown, Pennsylvania.   
This initiative promises wonderful opportunities to grow community, develop partnerships, create social capital 
and support the creative and performing arts in Pottstown and its surrounding communities.  Steel River 
Playhouse is a well known and highly respected organization; with a stellar reputation for supporting our 
community, providing first rate educational programming, making their playhouse accessible both physically 
and socially for everyone, creating inclusion and highlighting the importance of the arts in the world today. 
In conclusion, I wholeheartedly support Steel River’s intent to apply for the Creative Communities grant 
through the Council on the Arts and will provide whatever assistance we can to ensure their initiative is 
successful.   
 
Sincerely, 


 
 


 
Erika Hornburg 
Founder/Executive Director 
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June27,2ol9 HARRISBURG


Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
Attn: Sarah Merritt
Director of Pennsylv ania Creative Communities
216Finance Building
Harrisburg,PA 17120


Re: Steel River Playhouse Creative Communities Grant Application


Dear Sarah Menitt:


As a State Representative, member of the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, and member of the
Steel River Playhouse, I am proud to fully support the Steel River Playhouse's application for
your Creative Communities program. With the help of a $100,000 Creative Communities Grant
Pilot over four years, the theater will have the resources for a story-telling initiative that will
reach people in the Pottstown, Montgomery County community wherever they congregate.


It is my pleasure to write a letter in support of Steel River Playhouse's proposal to develop a
Creative Placemaking initiative in Pottstown, which will incorporate dance, music, and the
written word.


This initiative promises wonderful opportunities to grow community, develop partnerships,
create social capital, and support the creative and performing arts in Pottstown and its
surrounding communities. Steel River Playhouse is a well-known and highly respected
organization; with a stellar reputation for supporting our community, providing first rate
educational programming, making their playhouse accessible both physically and socially for
everyone, creating inclusion and highlighting the importance of the arts in the world today.


In conclusion, I wholeheartedly support Steel River's intent to apply for the Creative
Communities grant through the Council on the Arts and will provide whatever assistance we can
to ensure their initiative is successful.


incerely f
Rep. Joe Ciresi
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860 Beech St. 
Pottstown, PA 19464  
June 26, 2019 


To Whom it May Concern: 


I am happy to write a letter in support of Steel River Playhouse’s proposal to develop a Creative 
Place-making initiative in Pottstown, Pa.  I am involved with the Playhouse not only as an avid 
audience member but also as co-president of its Board.   I also am very involved with Pottstown 
revitalization efforts through the Hobart’s Run neighborhood improvement initiative of The Hill 
School (also in Pottstown).  


My understanding is that the Creative Placemaking project will provide impactful opportunities 
to grow community, develop partnerships, create social capital, and support the creative and 
performing arts in Pottstown and its surrounding communities.   


In addition to offering top-rate performances of productions that are enlightening and thought-
provoking as well as entertaining, Steel River Playhouse’s mission and programs support 
Pottstown by providing outstanding educational classes, engagement with senior citizens, and 
physical and social accessibility and inclusivity.  In my role with Hobart’s Run, I see the many 
benefits Steel River brings to essential redevelopment in our town, whether by purchasing from 
Pottstown vendors or bringing traffic to downtown restaurants and businesses.  Steel River offers 
its space to local organizations in need of meeting and event locations.  The loyal, dedicated staff 
members routinely meet with area civic organizations about Steel River programs.  Recently the 
staff hosted a social and informational gathering to update Pottstown stakeholders about the 
theater’s growth and vision, and, importantly, to ask for feedback and suggestions regarding how 
to strengthen and sustain this downtown cultural anchor.  


On behalf of Hobart’s Run, I enthusiastically support Steel River’s application for the Creative 
Communities grant through the Council on the Arts.   


Sincerely, 


 
 
Cathy L. Skitko  
Sr. Director of Institutional Public Relations for The Hill School and Hobart’s Run  
cskitko@thehill.org 
610-705-1017 
 



mailto:cskitko@thehill.org
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TAB 


# 
Lead Applicant City/Town/Borough/Municipality County 


62 Valley Forge Tourism and Convention 
Board 


Upper Merion Montgomery  


63 Steel River Playhouse Pottstown Borough Montgomery  


64 GoggleWorks Center for the Arts Reading Berks  


65 West Chester BID West Chester Borough Chester  


66 Wings of Paper Theater Philadelphia Philadelphia  


67 Village of Arts & Humanities Philadelphia  Philadelphia  


68 The Enterprise Center Community 
Development Corporation 


Philadelphia Philadelphia  


69 Philadelphia Photo Center Philadelphia Philadelphia  


70 Art Reach Philadelphia Philadelphia  


71 Kutztown University Foundation Kutztown Berks 


72 Lancaster Public Art Lancaster Lancaster  


73 Christ Church Neighborhood House Philadelphia Philadelphia  


74 Pottstown School District Pottstown  Montgomery  


75 Music for Everyone Lancaster Lancaster  


76 Pottsville Area Development 
Corporation 


Pottsville  Schuylkill  


77 Arts Holding Hands and Hearts Pocopson Chester 


78 Landsdowne Economic Development 
Corporation 


Landsdowne  Delaware 


79 Cheltenham Center for the Arts  Cheltenham Montgomery 


80 Esparanza Arts Center Philadelphia  Philadelphia  


 








PCA Creative Communities 
Letter of Interest Coversheet 


Lead Applicant Information 


Organization: _________________________________________________________ 


Address: _____________________________________________________________ 


City: __________________________________ Zip Code: ______________________ 


Municipality: ________________________ County: __________________________ 


Phone: ___________________________ 


Website: _____________________________________________________________ 


FEIN: ____________________________ 


Contact Name: ________________________________________________________ 


Contact Title: _________________________________________________________ 


Contact Phone: _______________________________________________________ 


Contact Email: ________________________________________________________ 


Organization Type:


By checking the box, you are indicating acknowledgment of and intention to 
comply with the local government resolution requirement, if your community 
is selected to participate in the Creative Communities Pilot Program. (See 
full application guidelines for more information on this requirement.)







The	Philadelphia	Photo	Arts	Center	
Creative	Communities	Initiative	
Letter	of	Inquiry	
	


- Introduction	
	


The	Philadelphia	Photo	Arts	Center	(PPAC)	requests	support	for	Professional	Practices	in	
Photography.	This	pilot	program	will	build	sustainability	for	the	arts	in	North	Philadelphia	by	
teaching	early-career	artists	business	and	professional	skills	and	connecting	them	with	local	
arts	organizations.		
	
Professional	Practices	in	Photography	is	a	yearlong	program	that	will	enroll	twelve	artists	
who	are	committed	to	building	a	long-term	career	in	photography.	The	program	is	
scholarship-based	and	designed	to	serve	photography-based	artists	who	are	operating	with	
limited	resources	and	support.	As	such,	PPAC	will	prioritize	artists	who	have	not	studied	their	
craft	at	a	college	level	when	recruiting	for	the	program.		
	
In	five	phases,	the	Professional	Practices	program	will	teach	artists	general	business	skills,	
including	taxes,	financial	reporting,	networking,	and	media	training,	as	well	as	those	specific	
to	the	business	of	photography,	including	art	direction	for	advertising,	licensing	and	
copyright,	and	physical	storage	and	digital	archival	methods.		
	
Artist	Shawn	Theodore	will	develop	the	curriculum	for	Professional	Practices	in	Photography	
in	collaboration	with	PPAC’s	President,	Chief	Executive	Officer,	and	Artistic	Director	Sarah	
Stolfa,	Education	Director	Josh	Brilliant,	and	Programs	and	Exhibitions	Coordinator	Lori	
Waselchuk.	Project	development	will	be	further	guided	by	an	Advisory	Council	of	ten	arts	and	
business	professionals.	
	
A	Philadelphia-born	artist	who	works	in	multiple	disciplines,	Theodore	centers	community	
building	in	his	practice.	He	will	lead	the	pilot	year	of	Professional	Practices	in	Photography.	
Guest	instructors	from	business,	finance,	and	arts	sectors	will	supply	additional	expertise.		
	
With	Theodore’s	guidance,	each	artist	will	formulate	a	sustainable	and	flexible	business	plan	
that	advances	their	individual	goals.	Professional	Practices	in	Photography	will	conclude	with	
each	artist	either	placed	in	a	job	with	a	local	arts	organization,	or	in	position	to	launch	a	
business.		
	


- Brief	community	description	
	
Professional	Practices	in	Photography	will	serve	artists	and	arts	organizations	in	the	North	
Philadelphia	neighborhood.	North	Philadelphia	has	a	majority-minority	population,	with	
significant	Black	and	Hispanic	communities.	The	neighborhood	has	undergone	many	changes	
in	recent	years,	including	rapid	development	and	accompanying	gentrification.	The	loss	of	
low-rent	housing	as	neighborhood	demographics	change	has	displaced	many	longtime	
residents.	It	is	more	important	than	ever	that	artists	who	live	and	work	in	this	area	can	access	
mentorship	and	resources	that	will	help	them	maintain	a	sustainable,	productive	career.	
	







North	Philadelphia	is	home	to	many	artists	and	arts	organizations	that	engage	diverse	
audiences.	Taller	Puertorriqueño,	located	in	Fairhill,	is	Pennsylvania’s	largest	Latino	arts	
organization,	and	is	a	hub	for	the	Hispanic	population	in	the	neighborhood	and	throughout	
the	Greater	Philadelphia	area.	The	Village	of	Arts	and	Humanities	revitalizes	public	spaces	in	
North	Philadelphia	and	leads	social	practice	arts	projects	that	encourage	community	
development.	The	Al-Aqsa	Islamic	Society,	which	is	a	neighbor	to	PPAC	in	South	Kensington,	
serves	the	city’s	Muslim	population	and	incorporates	arts	programming	into	its	outreach.		
	


- Description	of	any	existing	cultural	plans	and/or	experience	implementing	arts-
based	development	strategies	


	
PPAC	has	considerable	experience	in	implementing	arts-based	development	strategies.	In	
March	2019,	PPAC	concluded	the	Women’s	Mobile	Museum.	This	yearlong	social	practice	
project	began	with	a	paid	artist	residency	for	ten	economically	disadvantaged	Philadelphia	
women.	None	of	the	women	had	studied	the	arts	formally,	and	several	had	no	experience	with	
photography.	Over	a	period	of	intensive	mentorship,	the	artists	learned	photography,	film,	
and	media	arts	while	studying	art	history,	curating,	and	museum	design.	They	developed	a	
site-adaptable	exhibition	that	was	shown	at	community	centers	in	Juniata	Park	and	Point	
Breeze.	The	project	concluded	with	concurrent	exhibitions	at	the	Pennsylvania	Academy	for	
the	Fine	Arts	and	at	PPAC.	
	
In	2016,	PPAC	collaborated	with	conceptual	artist	Hank	Willis	Thomas	for	the	Philly	Block	
Project,	a	yearlong,	multi-stage	project	that	created	a	visual	narrative	of	the	past	and	present	
of	PPAC’s	immediate	neighborhood	of	South	Kensington.	The	project	included	an	archive	of	
historical	photographs	contributed	and	scanned	by	Kensington	residents;	a	new	body	of	work	
by	Thomas;	regular	community	meetings,	art	workshops,	and	public	performances;	and	an	
outdoor	carnival	that	celebrated	the	neighborhood	and	its	residents	old	and	new.		
	
From	2010	–	2015,	PPAC	offered	Philly	Photo	Day,	an	annual	project	that	invited	everyone	in	
the	city	to	take	and	submit	a	photograph	for	exhibition.	In	that	time,	over	40	community	
centers	hosted	free	photography	workshops	conducted	by	PPAC’s	teaching	artists.	More	than	
6,400	people	contributed	photographs,	and	thousands	more	attended	the	exhibitions.	
	
PPAC	prioritizes	arts	education	for	young	people,	and	offers	complementary	free	programs:	
Photo	in	Schools,	which	brings	teaching	artists	to	Philadelphia	elementary	and	middle	schools	
for	ten-week	programs,	and	Teen	Photo,	an	on-site	afterschool	program	for	Philadelphia	
public	high	school	students.	PPAC	employs	young	artists	to	act	as	teaching	assistants	for	both	
programs.	Teen	Photo	instructors	also	strive	to	help	their	young	students	connect	with	
educational	and	professional	opportunities	beyond	the	program.		
	


- Description	of	successful	community	partnerships	
	
At	all	stages,	the	success	of	the	Women’s	Mobile	Museum	was	driven	by	successful	community	
partnerships.	Two	of	the	most	important	partners	were	the	Juniata	Action	Committee	and	
Diversified	Community	Services	of	Point	Breeze,	which	hosted	the	exhibitions	in	their	
respective	neighborhoods	and	assisted	PPAC	with	grassroots	promotion	of	the	project.	Local	
organizations	like	Artists	U,	Listen	Up	Audio,	and	PhillyCAM	provided	the	artists	additional	







training,	while	organizations	like	the	Library	Company	of	Philadelphia	and	the	William	Way	
LGBT	Community	Center	helped	with	archival	research.		
	
In	2018,	PPAC	collaborated	with	Mural	Arts	Philadelphia	for	Yearbook.	PPAC	organized	four	
artists	to	lead	portrait	sessions	with	children	and	teens	from	Mural	Arts’	youth	programs.	The	
youth	made	backdrops	and	props	that	reflected	their	ideas	about	civic	freedoms.		Several	of	
these	portraits	were	displayed	on	billboards	across	the	city.	For	this	project,	PPAC	also	
collaborated	with	the	African	American	Museum	in	Philadelphia	and	the	Pennsylvania	
Academy	for	the	Fine	Arts	to	host	a	town	hall	discussion	led	by	local	artists.		
	
For	the	Philly	Block	Project,	PPAC’s	partners	included	the	Moffet	School,	JEV’s	Human	
Services,	the	Al-Aqsa	Islamic	Society,	the	Women’s	Community	Revitalization	Project,	St.	
Michael’s	School,	South	Kensington	Community	Partners,	and	Asociacon	Puertorriquenos	en	
Marcha.	These	partners	helped	PPAC	organize	community	events	and	create	meaningful	
engagement	with	diverse	populations.	Many	of	these	neighborhood	organizations	may	be	able	
to	help	with	recruitment	and	publicity	for	Professional	Practices	for	Photography.		
	


- Description	of	community	opportunity	or	challenge	the	organization	would	like	
to	address	through	this	program	
	


One	of	the	most	significant	challenges	facing	the	arts	is	that	of	sustainability.	Working	artists	
must	maintain	a	career	in	a	fluctuating	economy	and	changeable	market.	Through	the	
Women’s	Mobile	Museum	and	Teen	Photo,	PPAC	has	seen	clearly	how	important	it	is	for	
emerging	artists	to	develop	business	and	professional	skills.	Even	artists	who	study	at	the	
college	or	graduate	level	may	not	be	taught	the	professional	skills	to	match	their	creative	
vision.	However,	for	artists	operating	with	fewer	supports,	access	to	professional	training	is	
even	more	crucial.	Sustainability	is	also	a	challenge	for	arts	organizations,	particularly	those	
that	strive	to	balance	accessibility	and	diversity	of	services	with	the	necessity	of	making	a	
profit.		
	
Professional	Practices	for	Photography	will	help	individual	artists	while	increasing	
community	sustainability	and	connectedness	in	North	Philadelphia.	Organizations	like	Taller	
Puertorriqueño	and	the	Village	of	Arts	and	Humanities	will	publicize	the	program	and	recruit	
artists	from	their	constituencies.	PPAC	will	also	source	professionals	from	local	organizations	
to	work	as	guest	instructors	for	the	program.	PPAC	will	further	engage	the	community	
through	a	free	exhibition	of	the	artists’	work,	and	a	free	panel	discussion	between	the	artists	
and	advisors	about	making	a	career	through	photography.		
	
Professional	Practices	for	Photography	will	conclude	with	the	twelve	participating	artists	in	a	
strong	position	to	launch	their	own	careers	and	make	meaningful	contributions	to	the	arts	
community.	Some	graduates	of	the	program	will	establish	new	businesses	in	North	
Philadelphia,	where	their	work	will	be	informed	by	their	status	as	long-time	residents.	Others	
will	find	employment	opportunities	with	local	organizations.	With	the	professional	skills	
needed	to	maintain	a	stable	living,	artists	will	be	better	able	to	resist	gentrification	and	
remain	in	their	communities.	PPAC	and	its	partner	organizations	recognize	that	
neighborhoods	are	stronger,	richer,	and	more	vibrant	with	a	varied	and	sustainable	arts	
community.	Professional	Practices	for	Photography	will	empower	and	connect	artists	to	help	
the	arts	to	thrive.		







To Whom It May Concern:


I am writing on behalf of the Village of Arts and Humanities to express enthusiasm and committed 
support for Professional Practices in Photography, a pilot program from the Philadelphia Photo Arts 
Center (PPAC). The Village is fully in support of this program’s mission of building sustainability for 
the arts in North Philadelphia by teaching early-career artists business and professional skills and 
strengthening connections between local arts organizations. 


The Village of Arts and Humanities is to support the voices and aspirations of our North Philadelphia 
community. For 30 years, the Village has inspired people to be agents of positive change through 
programs that encompass arts and culture, engage youth, revitalize community, preserve heritage and 
respect the environment.


The Village will work within its community networks to encourage artists to apply to Professional 
Practices in Photography, and will promote the project our social media. We will also promote all 
public events and exhibitions related to the program through our channels. 


The Village welcomes the opportunity to partner with PPAC on this project. We believe deeply in the 
power of the arts to generate vibrant and connected communities.   We hope that the Pennsylvania 
Council on the Arts will support this project.


Sincerely,


Aviva Kapust 
Executive Director 
The Village of Arts and Humanities 







	











	


	
	


6-27-2019 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I am writing on behalf of Taller Puertorriqueño to express enthusiasm and committed support for 
Professional Practices in Photography, a pilot program from the Philadelphia Photo Arts Center (PPAC). 
Taller’s work is consistent with this program’s mission of building sustainability for the arts in North 
Philadelphia by teaching early-career artists business and professional skills and strengthening 
connections between local arts organizations.  
 
Taller Puertorriqueño is also known as El Corazón Cultural del Barrio (The Cultural Heart of Latino 
Philadelphia). It is Pennsylvania’s largest Latino arts organization, and has been elevating and preserving 
Puerto Rican and Latino culture through arts and cultural programming since 1974. Taller uses art to 
promote development within its community and the Latino Diaspora, and to build bridges to the greater 
Philadelphia region.  
 
Taller will work within its community networks to encourage artists to apply to Professional Practices in 
Photography for a yearlong program that will teach them the skills they need to launch their careers. We 
will promote the program through our social media and other channels, and will assist to promote all 
public events and exhibitions around the program.   
 
Taller Puertorriqueño welcomes the opportunity to partner with PPAC on this project. We believe deeply 
in the power of art to create community development and improve community sustainability. We hope 
that the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts will support this project. 
 
 
Best regards,  
 


 
Carmen Febo San Miguel 
Executive Director 
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PCA Creative Communities 
Letter of Interest 


Coversheet  


Lead Applicant nformation  


Organization: Wings of Paper Theater  


Address: 8046 Frankford Avenue 


City: Philadelphia    Zip Code: 19135  


Municipality: Philadelphia    County: Philadelphia  


Phone: (703) 472-1175  


Website: https://wingsofpapertheatre.org/  


FEIN: 831645167  


Contact Name: John Cambridge  


Contact Title: Artistic Director  


Contact Phone: (703) 472-1175 


Contact Email: john.cambridge000@gmail.com 


Select Organization Type: 
Nonprofit 


X By checking the box, you are indicating acknowledgment of and intention 
to comply with the local government resolution requirement, if your 
community is selected to participate in the Creative Communities Pilot 



https://wingsofpapertheatre.org/





Program. (See full application guidelines for more information on this 
requirement.)  
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CREATIVE COMMUNITIES INITIATIVE  


LETTER OF INTEREST 


Perception of Northeast Philadelphia Arts and Culture 


• All the major TV news programs in Philadelphia run an ad campaign “You are going to love 
the arts in In Philadelphia” where famous actors and actresses are talking excitedly about 
City’s cultural scene. They never mention anything that is going on in Northeast.  


• Every year Philadelphia Cultural Fund holds a reception in the spring to distribute City 
grants for local arts organizations. The shortest lines to get checks are for District 6th and 
10th that are covering this area. 


• The University of Pennsylvania in collaboration with Reinvestment Fund created in 2013 
a Culture Blocks tool that provides detailed information by zip code about Philadelphia’s 
cultural assets. Northeast had the smallest concentration. 


• Philadelphia is the Mural Capital of the World. There were only one or two Murals in 
Northeast even though this is about to change. 
  


At the same time, Northeast Philadelphia is the biggest and one of the oldest parts of the City, 
home to a very diverse population of more than 400000. Is it possible that all of them do not care 
about arts and culture? For a long time, this was a perception.  


 
We are going to change it. 


 
Before we go into the details of our intent, lets put it into a historical perspective.  It will be not 
the first time when Northeast Philadelphia attempted to do this.  


History of Arts and Culture Collaboration in Northeast Philadelphia. 


• 1976 -2001. Northeast Cultural Council fought hard to bring more arts and culture to the 
area using Regional library and one thousand seats Byberry Hospital’s theater as its base 
of operation. At its peak, this organization had more than 2000 individual paying members 
and was able to bring major classical and jazz musicians to the area. Unfortunately, after 
they failed to secure the Theater as a Performing Arts Center in early 2000, the 
organization became inactive.  


• 2007-2008. Historical Devon Movie theater has been renovated and put into operation as 
a boutique Performing Arts space with the state-of-the-art sound and light systems and 
450 plush seats. The theater was closed in 2008 because of financial mismanagement and 
reopened in 2015 as a Kingdom of God church. It is still can be used as a performing space 
but on a very limited basis.   


• 2015-2017. Historical mansion and museum Glen Foerd on Delaware became a base for 
Northeast Philadelphia Coalition for Arts and Culture. It was an unofficial network of 14 
arts and culture organizations based in the area. It organized several meetings with the 
City of Philadelphia officials to advocate for local arts and culture. Even though the 
coalition never became an official organization, these meetings and interactions between 
members allowed to create much more detailed inventory of NE Philadelphia cultural 
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assets that the one done by CultureBlocks, develop several collaborative programs, 
receive an increased multiyear funding from Philadelphia Cultural Fund, and lay the 
groundwork for…  


This letter of interest. 


Two nonprofit organizations, “Wings of Paper” theater and “Multicultural Arts Exchange” with 
support from Mayfair Business Improvement District decided to collaborate on this application. 


Wings of Paper is a non-profit Northeast Philadelphia theater/community arts company that 
creates/supports live performances, artist in residency and more! It also operates a newly built 
Mayfair Theater owned by Business Improvement District.  


 Multicultural Arts Exchange is a diverse and cross-cultural project sponsored by Fractured Atlas, 
producing, presenting and promoting traditional and contemporary art programs. Its vision is to 
make Northeast Philadelphia a cultural destination.  Its primarily base of operations currently is 
Shaare Shamayim synagogue.  


After analyzing the existing literature on the subject and, based on the previous experiences of 
arts development in the area, applicants define the Creative Place as a physical location that 
catalyzes the artistic, economic, and community development and overall wellbeing of the area.  


A multi-dimensional measure of social wellbeing takes into consideration not only economic 
status but also the role of health, the environment, schooling, social connection, and other 
factors that contribute to what Nobel laureate Amartya Sen describes as the freedom of people 
to lead lives they have reason to value. The recently developed by American for the Arts “Arts 
plus social impact Explorer”  perfectly illustrates how the arts can influence all aspects of the 
community life.  We can provide examples from our daily work that illustrate every spin of this 
tool.   


Our plan. 
We are proposing a multi-step inside-out approach that will start in Mayfair (Northeast 
Downtown) and will utilize existing spaces and informal networks to grow to the other areas of 
Northeast. Applicants position themselves as the enablers and creators of an artistic ecosystem 
in Northeast Philadelphia. It will help to avoid the common threat of artists and agents of 
gentrification that derailed many of Creative Spaces projects. 
 
The current paradigm is outside-in-out. Outside artists that do not take into consideration local 
history and values moving into the area. That contributes to gentrification (rising real estate 
prices) that pushes the first old population, then artists themselves. 
 
We propose an inside-out-in approach.  


1. Applicants create a map of local cultural assets based on Wildflower Institute 
methodology. 



https://www.americansforthearts.org/socialimpact

https://www.americansforthearts.org/socialimpact

http://wildflowers.org/
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2. Next, will set up an artistic incubator as an organization that supports future 
entrepreneurs, non-governmental organizations and artists by helping them to enter the 
creative industries sector. We will select them based on creative merit and artistic 
potential.  This space will utilize existing facilities such as Mayfair theater and Insectarium 
and Butterfly Pavilion and an existing network of Multicultural Arts Exchange. 


3. Artists will develop their projects and receive initial funding based on a combination of 
Community Supported Arts model and microloans.     


4. We will replicate the model developed in Mayfair to the other areas of Northeast 
Philadelphia throughout the grant’s timeline. 
 


As a result of this program, Northeast Philadelphia will become a home for several yearly arts 
and culture festival as well as the hub for new arts development, attract world-class artists to 
perform there, and additional businesses to move in the area. It will conclude the inside-out-in 
cycle. Based on Arts plus social impact Explorer model, these results will greatly improve the 
quality of social wellbeing in Northeast Philadelphia.  
 
Grant will pay for the black box theater rent, administrative expenses and will become a seed for 
the micro-loan fund for new artistic projects.  
 



https://springboardexchange.org/





 
2990 St. Vincent Street 
2nd Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19149 


 
 
June 4, 2019 
 
 


RE:  Creative Spaces Letter of Interest. 
 


 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 


The purposes of the Mayfair Business Improvement District (MBID) shall be to: 


1. Assume and implement all powers granted to it by virtue of its designation by the City of Philadelphia as 
a Neighborhood Improvement District Management Association (NIDMA) as defined by Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania Act 174 of 1998 for the service area defined in Philadelphia City ordinance number 
150348.  


2. Improve property values and business profitability by fostering an attractive, well-managed business 
district.  


3. Take actions that result in Mayfair being viewed as a desirable place to invest, shop, live and visit.  
4. Provide a framework whereby Mayfair businesses and property owners can cooperatively work on 


matters of common interest. 
5. Work with Mayfair civic organizations on matters of common interest and maintain lines of communication 


with elected officials and government agencies on issues impacting the District.  







 
2990 St. Vincent Street 
2nd Floor 
Philadelphia, PA 19149 


 


 


 


 


 


6. Educate and create educational opportunity for members, businesses, residents and others regarding 


issues affecting the MBID service area via discussion groups, forums, panels, newsletters and other 


outreach. 


 


In order to fulfill these obligations, the Mayfair BID promotes the artistic and cultural aspects of this historic 


neighborhood hamlet, which is considered the “gateway” to Northeast Philadelphia.  We have accomplished this 


feat by holding an Annual Arts Festival on Frankford Avenue, where we honor and celebrate all aspects of artistic  
expression, including painting, sculpture, murals, live performances, and more.  Moreover, on March 15, 2019 


the Mayfair BID opened the Mayfair “Black Box” Theater at 6243 Frankford Avenue, which has been the home 


of original dramatic and comedic pieces, as well as music, talent and “open mic” nights.  This state of the art  


theater is the only one in Northeast Philadelphia and brings patrons from all over the region to expand their 


cultural horizons. 


 


To that end, we are proud to support the application by the Multicultural Arts Exchange, Wings of Paper and the 


Mayfair Business Improvement District (BID) to make our region a new destination location for the Arts!  


Together, we can be the envy of the entire City of Philadelphia!   


 


Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate the undersigned.   


 
 


 


Marc D. Collazzo, J.D. 


Executive Director 


Mayfair Business Improvement District (BID) 


Mayfair Community Development Corporation (CDC) 


2990 St. Vincent Street, Second Floor 


Philadelphia, PA 19149 


marc@mayfairbid.org 


267-538-4668 


 


 
 


 



mailto:marc@mayfairbid.org
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Lead Applicant Information 


Organization: _________________________________________________________ 


Address: _____________________________________________________________ 
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Municipality: ________________________ County: __________________________ 


Phone: ___________________________ 
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Contact Title: _________________________________________________________ 
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Organization Type:


By checking the box, you are indicating acknowledgment of and intention to 
comply with the local government resolution requirement, if your community 
is selected to participate in the Creative Communities Pilot Program. (See 
full application guidelines for more information on this requirement.)



















 
291 Keswick Ave., Glenside, PA 19038 


215-572-7650    
 
 
June 21, 2019 
 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
Sarah Merritt, Director 
Pennsylvania Creative Communities 
216 Finance Building 
Harrisburg PA 17120 
 
Dear Ms. Merritt: 
 
Keswick Theatre would be honored and pleased to participate/partner in an initiative to develop, 
promote, and hold an African American Arts Festival in Montgomery County.   
 
As one of the longest operating cultural arts organizations in the County (established 1928 and 
celebrating our 90th year in operation this year), we are keenly aware of the diversity of our 
County, the intersects of history and culture, and the economic impact that arts has on a 
community.  The Community that encompasses our neighborhoods (Abington, Jenkintown, 
Cheltenham including North Hills and Crestmont) has had a long and established African 
American population that has contributed to the vitality of our neighborhoods and has been 
historically significant going back to the Revolutionary War and very involved in the Civil War.   
 
An initiative to bring these voices to the forefront and give an avenue to celebrate their 
contributions via art would be in keeping with the inclusiveness and diversity that we celebrate 
in our Keswick Theatre programming.  Listed below are ways Keswick Theatre could contribute: 
 


a) Meeting, convening or performance space at reduced or free rates as is economically feasible 
b) Promoting acts within the initiative (i.e. purchase talent during the festival to further highlight the 


festival) 
c) Contributing its marketing / promotional streams (which are extensive) to the entire initiative 


including on site, social media and emails 
d) Support of General Manager throughout the planning/development phase through the festival 


completion. Will also advocate among staff for volunteers as appropriate 
e) Use influence and reputation within the performing arts, concert, and production industry to 


further the initiative 
f) If applicable/appropriate Keswick would be interested in paid sponsorship opportunities for the 


Festival 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Judith Herbst 
General Manager 


 







	
	
Pennsylvania	Council	on	the	Arts	
Sarah	Merritt	
Director	of	Pennsylvania	Creative	Communities	
216	Finance	Building	
Harrisburg,	PA	17120	
	
Dear	Ms.	Merritt:	
	
Theatre	Horizon,	a	professional	nonprofit	theatre	company	located	in	Norristown,	Pennsylvania,	is	
pleased	to	submit	a	letter	of	support	for	the	Valley	Forge	Tourism	&	Convention	Board’s	proposed	
African-American	Arts	Festival.	
	
Theatre	Horizon	is	committed	to	diversity,	equity	and	inclusion	on	stage	and	off,	and	this	Festival	will	be	
an	important	part	of	our	ongoing	efforts	towards	this	commitment.	As	a	company,	we	choose	plays	that	
tell	the	stories	of	individuals	from	many	different	backgrounds,	communities	and	experiences,	ensuring	
often	underrepresented	audiences	are	able	to	see	themselves	represented	on	our	stage.	Our	productions	
connect	audiences	to	their	roots	and	celebrate	the	diversity	of	Montgomery	County	today;	as	such	we	feel	
we	will	be	an	excellent	partner	and	are	excited	to	participate	in	the	proposed	African-American	Arts	
Festival	by	committing	to	producing	a	play	for	it	in	our	space.	
	
Productions	up	for	consideration	for	this	Festival	include	Black	Nativity	and	Dreamgirls.	Theatre	Horizon	
has	a	long	and	successful	history	of	engaging	in	mission-driven	programs	that	open	up	meaningful	
conversations	around	the	work	produced	onstage.	The	stories	within	Black	Nativity	and	Dreamgirls,	
stories	of	black	history	and	women’s	history,	don’t	exist	in	a	vacuum;	they	are	the	very	threads	that	
weave	our	community	of	Montgomery	County	and	our	country	together	as	a	whole,	and	ancillary	
programs	around	any	production	as	part	of	this	Festival	will	be	guided	by	this	principle.	
	
Theatre	Horizon	programs	work	that	bridges	the	generational	gap	and	reflects	a	diversity	of	voices	in	a	
deliberate	effort	to	attract	audience	members	from	a	wide	range	of	ethnicities,	economic	backgrounds,	
and	ages.	Our	work	builds	on	a	diversity	of	voices,	focuses	on	social	justice,	and	uses	theatre	to	promote	
public	dialogue	on	pressing	issues	and	to	generate	action.	One	of	the	results	of	these	efforts	is	that	we	
already	have	a	highly	diverse	audience	base,	and	our	audiences	overall	have	shown	that	they	are	looking	
to	explore	new	perspectives.	Our	most	attended	productions	–	The	Color	Purple,	WHITE	and	The	
Revolutionists	–	all	featured	stories	centered	on	the	experience	of	a	black	woman.	As	a	company,	we	are	
working	to	create	an	artistic	landscape	in	Norristown	as	diverse	as	the	community	we	serve,	and	over	the	
next	few	years,	our	participation	in	the	Montgomery	County	African-American	Arts	Festival	will	be	part	
of	our	efforts	to	do	so.		
	
Sincerely,	
	
	
Jennifer	Pratt	Johnson	
Executive	Director	
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Creative Communities Pilot Initiative  


Letter of Interest  


June 2019  


One of the most effective ways to make the world a more beautiful place and communities 
more vibrant and economically dynamic is through the community building power and 
potential of shared music. That belief is one of the main driving forces and guiding principles of 
Music For Everyone (MusicForEveryone.org). Founded in 2006, the mission of MFE is to 
cultivate the power of music as an educational and community building tool to transform lives, 
schools and communities in Lancaster County, PA.  


In addition to many educationally focused programs, MFE’s most visible and impactful 
community building initiative is Keys for the City. Established in 2009, the program places 
between ten and twenty artistically designed and painted pianos throughout the city of 
Lancaster each summer. Whether you are a virtuoso or a beginner, whether you play Chopin or 
“chopsticks,” every citizen has access to these pianos 24/7 for four months. The community 
impact of Keys for the City has been nothing short of extraordinary. Everyone who plays one of 
these pianos, or hears one being played while walking through downtown Lancaster, feels a 
heightened sense of community. Tens of thousands of magical musical moments occur around 
these pianos every summer with people of all ages, races, and beliefs coming together to share 
this very public experience. 
 
Keys for the City has also played a part in Lancaster’s efforts to brand itself as an arts 
community and destination, which in turn has had a positive impact on the city’s economic 
development and vibrancy.  
 
A major part of that shared public experience is the extraordinary way the citizens of Lancaster 
have embraced the program and cared for these pianos. During the first season of the program 
there were serious doubts that the pianos would last a week on the streets before being 
vandalized and destroyed. But the narrative centered on the belief in Lancaster’s “Better 
Angels.” And Lancastrians proved the naysayers wrong. That first year, after 20 pianos were on 
the streets 24 hours a day for four months, there was only one incident of vandalism. This very 
public display of caring and responsibility has resonated throughout the community ever since. 
It has instilled a sense of civic pride in the decency and integrity of the citizens of Lancaster. 
In short, Keys for the City has had a significant impact on Lancaster’s vibrant arts scene by 
providing the random gift of music throughout the city all summer long. This is a real-life 
testament to music’s tremendous ability to contribute to a sense of community in profound 
ways. 
 
Further, Keys for the City is an important fundraising vehicle since the proceeds generated 
through piano sponsorships provide significant support for MFE’s annual grant program. Since 
2006, MFE has provided almost $1 million in instruments to Lancaster County schools and 



https://musicforeveryone.org/events/keys-for-the-city/

https://musicforeveryone.org/events/keys-for-the-city/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVPYqDyuq3s&list=UUnfja_R_Os_CwjqLs3_kMPw&index=5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVPYqDyuq3s&list=UUnfja_R_Os_CwjqLs3_kMPw&index=5





community music programs. And in 2018, MFE kicked off an initiative to catalogue and repair 
every instrument in every public school in Lancaster County on an ongoing basis. 
 
Another important aspect of Keys for the City has been the involvement of many local artists, 
who design and paint the pianos. This powerful combination of music and the visual arts has 
unleashed exceptional energy and creativity that is felt throughout the city. But to make that 
happen has required the buy in of the local visual arts community. Over the years, over 60 
different artists have stepped forward to volunteer their time and talent to create wonderful 
pieces of public art. Their support and work have been extraordinary and inspiring.   
 
To further leverage the community building potential of the pianos, MFE has partners each 
summer with the Lancaster Office of Promotion (LOOP) to present Music Fridays. Each third 
Friday from May through September, in addition to a main stage act in Binns Park, we book and 
underwrite up to 20 additional street acts throughout the downtown area. These acts, in 
combination with the Keys for the City pianos and music at local bars and restaurants results in 
more than 40 music acts literally turns downtown Lancaster into a several block music festival. 
And like Keys for the City, Music Fridays have contributed to the city’s efforts to brand itself as 
an arts community and destination, which in turn has had a positive impact on the city’s 
economic development and vibrancy.  
 
MFE has been able to partner with many entities to make these programs a reality. From the 
City of Lancaster (LOOP) to various corporate entities (various businesses sponsor pianos as 
well as Music Friday), foundations such as the Lancaster County Community Foundation, local 
artists and various in-kind sponsors. In other words, MFE has effectively collaborated with 
various private, public and corporate, thus creating productive synergies around this 
community building initiative. 
 
That said, we have more work to do in leveraging Keys for the City and Music Fridays 
community building, branding and economic development potential and reach throughout the 
city.  
 
The center of Lancaster City is vibrant and displays the diversity of the area as people from 
many walks of life shop through Central Market or meet up in squares and parks throughout 
the downtown. It is a growing area and the center of the city is a place that people want to be. 
However, this interconnectedness only extends a few blocks from the city center. Beyond that, 
the buzz gets quieter, common spaces become less frequent, and the economic vitality dims. 
Music For Everyone, always looking for ways to use music as a community building tool, sees 
the outer reaches of the city center as an opportunity to expand programming and spread 
vibrant energy to other neighborhoods.  
 
The purpose of this Letter of Inquiry is to request funding to allow MFE to continue to expand 
the reach of Keys for the City and Music Fridays to additional neighborhoods in the city. To 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CGAIgdG7vI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CGAIgdG7vI





emphasize our commitment to collaboration, we have secured the Lancaster County 
Community Foundation as our organizational partner. The Lancaster County Community 
Foundation is focused on building community with a vision to bring multiple voices and 
perspectives to the conversation. Music for Everyone believes with this partnership that our 
efforts will be successful.   
 
In addition, with statements of support from The Lancaster Chamber, the Lancaster City 
Alliance and the Lancaster County Solid Waste Management Authority, all community leaders 
in economic development, MFE is confident that we have put together a collaborative team of 
organizations to ensure success.  MFE’s vision for expansion will not only help us support our 
school and community initiatives but will also expand the existing, vibrant city center to other 
neighborhoods that need the energy and possibilities that a simple upright piano and live music 
can provide.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of this request. 


 


 







 


 
 
 
 
June 24, 2019 
 
John Gerdy, Executive Director 
Music For Everyone 
42 N. Prince Street 
Lancaster, PA 17603 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
Dear Mr. Gerdy: 
 
The Lancaster County Solid Waste Management Authority (LCSWMA) supports Music For Everyone 
(MFE) in its request for funding from the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts through the Creative 
Communities Initiative. 
 
LCSWMA is a regional government agency with a mission to manage waste as a resource to protect and 
benefit our community.  A cornerstone of LCSWMA’s established purpose is to improve the regional 
environment, health, economy, and livability of the public. To that end, LCSWMA supports 
organizations, projects, and initiatives that advance our mission and purpose and positively impact 
community well-being and the people we serve.  
 
LCSWMA is proud to have served as the presenting sponsor of MFE’s Keys For The City initiative for the 
past three years. We support the objectives of Keys for the City to provide access to musical 
opportunity, foster creativity and build a sense of community among the public while raising awareness 
for local music and visual arts education initiatives.  Our sponsorship and support extends to Music for 
Everyone’s broader mission to provide music education that enriches our region by transforming lives, 
schools and communities. 
 
LCSWMA supports programs and events, like Music For Everyone, because we recognize and appreciate 
the important role that arts and culture contribute to fostering a vibrant community.  We know that 
music and art are catalysts for a strong and connected community. 
 
It’s our pleasure to partner with Music For Everyone to enhance the quality of life for our residents.  As 
our community continues to grow, LCSWMA is proud to support efforts that advance its bright future. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Lynne Morrison 
Director of Community Relations 
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June 28, 2019 
 
Re: Pennsylvania Creative Communities Initiative 
      Voices of Restorative Justice:  A Play of Many Voices, A Work in Progress 
 
Dear Ms. Merritt: 
 
As Founder and Executive Director of Arts Holding Hands and Hearts, Inc. (AHHAH), I am 
writing to express AHHAH’s enthusiasm for the Pennsylvania Creative Communities Initiative 
and submit a LOI for our new 5-year Initiative:  Voices of Restorative Justice:  A Play of Many 
Voices, A Work in Progress.  
 


• Act I:  Voices of Youth who are Incarcerated: (Summers 2019-2023); playwriting 
workshops; 15-20 participants each workshop from Chester County Youth Center, twelve 
two-hour sessions over 8 weeks each summer. 


• Act II: Voices of the Community- 8 playwriting workshops in each community each 
year (2019-2023) each community collecting stories and monologues around Restorative 
Justice from diverse groups affected by the Justice System. 


• Act III:  Voices Together -Workshop(s) exploring the collection of material in each 
community to create each community’s Voices of Restorative Justice 2024. Hold 
community performances sharing the collective pieces in each community. 


•  
OUR MISSION 


AHHAH’s mission is to empower youth, strengthen families and mobilize communities through 
arts, literacy and mindfulness. Collaboration is an integral part of our mission and philosophy. 
We bring our programs to youth and communities who are marginalized. 
   


OUR PROGRAMS and COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS 
Since 2013, AHHAH has facilitated trauma sensitive yoga and creative writing programs to 
youth at the Chester County Youth Center (CCYC) in Pocopson, PA.  CCYC serves girls and 
boys 10-18 years old.  CCYC houses a shelter for homeless and abused girls, a detention center 
for both boys and girls, and an Evening Report Center for boys.   
 
AHHAH won the National Detention Center and Alternative Program (NDCAP) 2016 award for 
our writing program at CCYC.   In 2017, one of the boys in CCYC detention center won first 
place for the NDCAP poetry contest for his piece, Diamond in the Rough, written in an AHHAH 
writing workshop. Thus far two books have been published Justice Restored: A Series of 
Writings and Poetry from Incarcerated Youth; Volume 1 and Justice Restored 2.0, with the next 
edition underway. Over 50 percent of the youth who enter the juvenile justice system in Chester 
County are from Coatesville, PA, the poorest city in Chester County. In order to break the 
poverty to prison pipeline of children in Coatesville, AHHAH chose Coatesville as our base in 
2013.   
 
One of our first grants was a 21st Century Learning grant to facilitate after school yoga and 
playwriting with youth at Scott Middle School in Coatesville and a PA Council of the Arts grant 
to facilitate monthly community creative arts workshops at the Coatesville Public Library.  







 
When we found out children in kindergarten were being suspended, we shifted our focus in the 
community to children in Head Start and spearheaded a PULL (Pop Up Lending Library) 
Campaign to get books in the hands of every child and close the word gap to create education 
equity. We facilitated 30 + community workshops to build, paint and install 100 PULL Stations 
in Coatesville and Kennett Square and collected and distributed over 65,000 books since 2015. 
 
AHHAH delivers programs to over 400 children in Head Start in Chester County. Dr. Eleanor 
Brown of West Chester University’s Psychology and Early Childhood Cognition and Emotions 
Lab (ECCEL) received an NEA grant and is conducting a “Creativity and Calm” longitudinal 
study to measure the impact of AHHAH’s programs in lowering cortisol, enhancing academic 
learning and developing social and emotional skills in children in Head Start. 
 


WHY and HOW 
AHHAH has made a large impact in the communities we serve and yet the number of children 
entering the juvenile justice system in Chester County continues to grow. 
 
How do we stop the Cradle to Prison Pipeline in Communities of Poverty and transform our 
criminal justice system into a Restorative Justice System?  Maybe one answer is through theatre. 
 
Creative Placemaking statements from the NEA with support from Art Place America November 
2104 white page “Beyond the Building, Performing Arts and Transforming Place”: 
 


• “The strongest performing arts projects have a single issue as a portal into community 
dialogue, but their practice investigates the networks and webs of connectivity amidst 
multiple areas of need, players, ideas & systemic mechanisms, through story, through 
encounter, through relationship-building, through presentation, through interrogation.” 


• “Events transform not only places but also people.  There is inherently deep power in 
story and narrative – in performance – that goes beyond participation to form and inspire 
opinions, ideas, and empathy to move people.”  


• “Creative placemaking is about helping people learn about social and political 
issues…helping people take ownership of the special place in which they live, in order to 
make it more vital and ever more livable and helping people understand their collective 
responsibility for fighting injustice in their place, as well as what it means to exercise 
their citizenship.” 


 
PROJECT TIMELINE 


Year 1 
 


• Summer 2019, AHHAH will facilitate an 8-week theatre intensive with youth in 
detention at CCYC. Guest teaching artists on this project include; Caitlin Antram, MFA 
in theatre from combined program of UArts and the Pig Iron School and Heather and 
Daniel Grayberg, co- founders of Revival Productions in Coatesville.    


• September 2019 – June 2020, AHHAH will partner with Revival Productions in 
facilitating community workshops with people and groups who are impacted by the 
Criminal Justice System in Coatesville.  The beginning of each workshop will start with 







a reading of Act 1: Voices of Youth Who Are Incarcerated.  Each workshop will end 
with “Who are the people most affected and whose voice do we still need to hear?”  
 


Year 2 
• Summer 2020; share Act 2: Voices from the Coatesville Community with youth in 


the detention center and invite guests teaching artists from People’s Light in Malvern, 
Uptown Theatre in West Chester and KATS in Kennett.  These teaching artists will 
work with the youth in detention and like a “string of pearls” incorporate their voices 
into Act 1 from the previous summer. 


• Each of the guests’ teaching artists will take the work back to their communities and 
lead workshops engaging the voices in their community to be part of the dialogue. 
 


Years 3 & 4 
• Teaching artists from the previous years will be invited back to share.  AHHAH will 


reach out to other communities through the Chester County Cultural Coalition to join 
the dialogue in the Voices of Restorative Justice project. 


• Each year we will look at what was shared before and ask, “Has anything changed?” 
And “Whose voice is still missing?” 


• When youth are reintegrated back into their communities, they will know that they are 
invited to be part of the “Voices of the Community” workshops with the theatres and 
organizations that are part of this project. 


 
Year 5 


• Year 5 – It is my dream that youth who participated in the beginning years of the 
project will have found “homes” in the theatres and cultural organizations partnering on 
this project and will play an integral part in shaping the culminating Year 5 Voices of 
Restorative Justice: An Epic Play of Many Voices.  
 


The main intent of this project is to open dialogue around Restorative Justice starting with the 
voices of youth who are in the juvenile justice system at the Chester County Youth Center.  By 
engaging people, community by community, in actively listening to each other, sharing stories, 
and walking in the shoes of youth who are most affected, we WILL break down walls and 
stereotypes,  build empathy and understanding around “our collective responsibility for fighting 
injustice” and cultivate caring and compassionate communities where every young person (and 
adult) has the opportunity to thrive and find value. 
 
We would welcome the opportunity to share a full proposal for our project with you and we 
thank you very much for your consideration.  Attached are letters of support for this project. 
 
Gratefully, 
 
 
Jan Michener, M.Ed. Executive Director 
Arts Holding Hands and Hearts, Inc.   www.AHHAH.org 
Jan@artsholdinghandsandhearts.com 
Phone:  484-883-2367   Address:  805 Nathan Hale Drive, West Chester, PA  19382 



http://www.ahhah.org/

mailto:Jan@artsholdinghandsandhearts.com













June 28, 2019 


 


Sarah Merritt 


Director of Pennsylvania Creative Communities 


216 Finance Building 


Harrisburg, PA 17120 


 


Re: Pennsylvania Creative Communities Initiative 


 


Dear Ms. Merritt: 


 


I am writing in support of Jan Michener, Founder and Executive Director of Arts Holding Hands 


and Hearts, Inc. (AHHAH), and her LOI for her proposed 5-year initiative: Voices of Restorative 


Justice. 


 


I was fortunate to get to know Jan through our time completing the Bartol Foundation’s Trauma-


Informed Teaching Artist Training Program. Jan was a class leader and vibrant contributor to our 


discussions over our five weeks together. Her knowledge and insights were invaluable to our 


conversations. It was clear from our first week that she possessed a profound wealth of 


knowledge and insights about the specific challenges faced by impoverished and disadvantaged 


youth and about the best practices for meeting those challenges. I personally felt like I had a 


richer experience with the program for her being there. 


 


I’ve rarely met someone as passionate, focused and driven as Jan when it comes to supporting 


her community and combatting injustice. She is so open to what is going on around her and 


vigorously solutions oriented. She is warm, empathetic, passionate, creative and generous. 


 


The Voices of Restorative Justice project is an ambitious proposal that seeks to foster new forms 


of collaboration and bring much-needed attention to voices that rarely get the opportunity to be 


heard. I believe that Jan has the vision, the skills and the aptitude to see it through to a successful 


conclusion and I am excited to be part of it. 


 


I hope that you will offer your support. 


 


With gratitude, 


 


 


 


Caitlin Antram, MFA  


Teaching Artist 
 











June 28th, 2019 


RE:  PA: Creative Communities Initiative   - AHHAH’s Voices of Restorative Justice 


Dear Ms. Merritt, 


It is my greatest pleasure to submit this letter of support for AHHAH’s (Arts Holding Hands and Hearts) 


submission for the Pennsylvania Creative Communities Initiative grant opportunity. As President and 


Artistic Director of Revival Productions in Coatesville, PA, I cannot recommend AHHAH enough for this 


grant due to their excellence in facilitating exceptional programming in literacy, yoga, and other arts 


programs for all ages and backgrounds in our community. 


Revival Productions was founded in October of 2017 and began operations formally in June of 2018. We 


are a non-profit theatre and performing arts company in Coatesville. Before incorporating, I set out to 


learn as much about the arts and culture scene in Coatesville. One conversation led to another and I 


ended up in a coffee shop with Founder and Executive Director of AHHAH, Jan Michener. We 


immediately hit it off, as we were both passionate about the arts being a catalyst for bettering 


individuals and ultimately our community. She gave me tremendous advice and insight into working 


within Coatesville, understanding the realities of under-served communities, and staggering statistics 


about youth and adult incarceration stemming from Coatesville. 


A few months ago, Jan approached me about Revival Productions’ potential involvement in her new 


project; Voices of Restorative Justice: A Play of Many Voices. She explained to me what her five- year 


plan looks like and how myself and my husband (Resident Music Director of Revival Productions) might 


be involved, especially in this first year. First, with music programming at the Chester County Youth 


Center (CCYC) in giving these children voices through music, then community workshops, and eventually 


turning this into a performance piece. I jumped at this opportunity and could not wait for Revival to 


work with AHHAH. Jan sees the importance of working with other organizations who have like-minded 


goals, but different attributes which can support a common goal; influencing individuals through the arts 


and mindfulness. 


In short, AHHAH is the ultimate harbor of encouraging creative communities. Be it collaborating with 


other organizations, providing mindfulness programming at the CCYC, installing a new “PULL” station, or 


simply engaging at vendor events with families, AHHAH’s dedication is the “glue” that can hold a project 


of this magnitude and necessity together.  I am thrilled to endorse AHHAH for consideration of this 


grant. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


Heather Grayberg 


President/Artistic Director 


484-378-0047 


heathergrayberg@revival-productions.com   



mailto:heathergrayberg@revival-productions.com













 


 
 


June 27, 2019 


 


To Whom It May Concern, 


 


It is my pleasure to write to you in support of AH HAH and Jan Michener’s Voices of Restorative Justice: A 


Play of Many Voices, for the Pennsylvania Creative Communities Initiative. I have had the honor of working 


with Jan on numerous projects for over a decade. Most recently, AH HAH and Philadelphia Young Playwrights 


collaborated on a playwriting and theatre residency at Scott Middle School; additionally, youth from the Chester 


County Youth Center (CCYC) participated in monologue writing residencies for Philadelphia Young 


Playwrights Mouthful Monologue Festival. During these collaborations and beyond, Jan has demonstrated the 


ability to mobilize community populations, connect community members with arts professionals with an 


established history in community-based artmaking, and foster a safe environment for attendees of all 


backgrounds to participate. 


 


During all parts of the process, Jan works tirelessly to tailor her large body of experience and exercises to the 


needs of each population in order to empower them to the greatest degree possible. The resulting work is nothing 


short of breath-taking; but, even more outstanding are the transformations that are achieved. Participants seem to 


walk taller and smile more freely, and they speak eloquently of how this process has opened doors, shifted their 


perspectives, and reinvigorated their passions. This consistent result is evidence of Jan’s open mind, eyes, ears, 


and heart, all of which are constantly listening from the inception of a project to its very last meeting. When she 


was a teaching artist at Philadelphia Young Playwrights, these priceless skills allowed me as a program director 


to confidently and purposefully assign her to some of our more challenging populations, knowing that their 


voices and needs would be heard, honored and encouraged. 


 


It is important to note that Jan is not a stranger to multi-year projects and relationships. At Young Playwrights, 


she established a decade long relationship with her teacher partner at Beverly Hills Middle School. The result 


was a program that asked 8th graders there to mine their identity and passions and explore them through 


playwrighting. This challenging goal would not have been possible if not for her and Ms. Ruddy’s longstanding 


collaboration. Through her independent work at Kennett Square Senior Center, and at CCYC through AH HAH, 


Jan continues to demonstrate that she is an artist and educator who seeks to make a long term impact on 


communities. I have no doubt that she will be able to make the full five-year plan for Voices of Restorative 


Justice a reality. 


 


For the reasons listed above and more, I have long admired Jan’s skill as a leader, her commitment to diverse 


communities, and her talent of fostering participants in her programs in a way that makes them feel secure, 


validated and able to achieve great things. If you wish to speak to me further about Jan, please don’t hesitate to 


call me at 215-665-9226, or e-mail me at mindy@phillyyoungplaywrights.org. 


 


Best, 


 


Mindy A. Early 


Director of Education and Programs 


Philadelphia Young Playwrights 
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 Brief community description.  
Located in Walnut Hill, the 52nd Street neighborhood commercial corridor is one of the busiest retail 
corridors in the City of Philadelphia serving a transit station that receives more than 6,000 riders each 
weekday, and thousands of drivers and pedestrians who pass through daily. More than 200 businesses 
call the corridor home, and in the nearby surrounding neighborhoods there is a diverse ethnic and racial 
community of 8,352 residents.  
 
Once the center of a vibrant jazz and arts scene, the 52nd Street community today faces challenges 
including 28% below federal poverty standards, urban blight, cultural decay, crime, and resident 
unemployment (24%) at rates higher than the City overall (5.2%). Stemming from the downturn of West 
Philadelphia’s manufacturing industry in the 1950’s, the commercial corridor is in transition navigating 
gentrification, continued unemployment, challenges to funding schools and community assets like Parks 
& Recreation. Through the Walnut Hill Neighborhood Plan, developed by The Enterprise Center 
Community Development Corporation (TEC-CDC) and the Walnut Hill Community Association (WHCA), 
stakeholders have identified three main priority areas that address systemic, cross-sector, and 
community problems: Built Environment, Streets, and Community Economic Development. Capitalizing 
on its past as a historic arts district, and 52nd Street’s retention of its arts scene – a highlight being the 
annual Jazz Heritage Festival at Malcolm X Park, TEC-CDC has used creative placemaking to engage 
residents, local artists, and creative/arts businesses. This has been a successful revitalization strategy, 
and as 52nd Street becomes a more attractive locale, perceptions of the area are changing, leading to 
increased investment and helping to stabilize the corridor economically.  
 
TEC-CDC’s creative placemaking initiatives are implemented in alignment with the 2016 Walnut Hill Plan 
and Philadelphia Planning Commission’s Philadelphia 2035 plan, which each prioritize this approach as 
critical to the revitalization strategies for the neighborhood and adjacent commercial corridors. By 
investing in arts, culture, and commerce around 52nd Street, the corridor becomes a safer and more 
viable destination to live, work, and play. 
 
Description of any existing cultural plans and/or experience implementing arts-based development 
strategies. 
As the city-designated corridor-management entity for 52nd Street since 2013, TEC-CDC implements 
numerous initiatives to support revitalization of the 52nd Street commercial corridor. TEC-CDC has a 
strategic plan for branding and promoting 52nd Street, which includes utilizing creative placemaking to 
promote overarching community and economic development goals, including: 1) promoting 52nd Street 
as a viable destination to live, work, visit, and play; 2) strengthening partnerships with community 
residents, merchants, and regional stakeholders; and, 3) ensuring diversity, equity, and inclusion 
through community engagement and dialogue with the diverse and authentic voices of 52nd Street 
through outreach, arts-based projects, and community planning.  
 
We meet these goals through our programs and services, including the following highlights past and 
present arts-based projects: 


• Bushfire Theater renovation: TEC-CDC facilitated substantive renovations to the 109-year old 
Bushfire Theater, a landmark Black-owned business on 52nd Street. Upgrades to the Theater 
include the installation of brand-new theater doors, a new roof, and extensive exterior repair 
and renovations that have been completed on the building. The renovations of this historic 
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structure are part of TEC-CDC’s Arts as Business initiative funded by the Kresge Foundation. As 
part of the initiative, TEC-CDC is bringing more arts and culture programming to Malcom X Park.  


• Blackwell Regional Library Murals: The culmination of a year of work and collaboration 
between TEC-CDC, Blackwell Regional Library, and Mural Arts, a new series of murals by Mural 
Arts was installed on the Blackwell Regional Library on 52nd Street in fall 2018. The murals 
highlight African-American cultural touchstones and the work of a prominent local artist, and 
help to enliven and beautify both the corridor and the library.  


• Meter Mural Artwork and Bigbelly Trash Cans Wraps: TEC-CDC worked with Small But Mighty 
Arts, and local artists to transform dilapidated corridor parking meters with custom mural 
artwork, and the Traction Company to refurbish and build nine custom, mural wrapped 
trashcans to support Corridor beautification efforts.  


• African Cultural Art Forum (ACAF): TEC-CDC facilitated a Storefront Improvement Program 
grant for ACAF to improve their building’s front façade. This renovation will provide new 
storefront windows, improving the look of the store to increase sales. Currently, ACAF has no 
first-floor windows to display their merchandise, and TEC-CDC has played a major role in 
shepherding this longtime business through the SIP process with the Philadelphia Commerce 
Department, as well as finding and coordinating with the contractor. 


• Custom Planters: Building and installing custom flower planters for small businesses, in 
collaboration with the Workshop School, a nearby high school that utilizes an experiential 
learning model, and working with a local school to design and produce flower planters which are 
placed in front of corridor small businesses. 


• Black History Month Essay Contest: TEC-CDC partnered with WHCA, the Blackwell Regional 
Library and the Paul Robeson House in Walnut Hill, for an annual Black History Month essay 
contest which solicited essays from neighborhood youth, providing a place to showcase their 
writing talents.  


 
 TEC-CDC anticipates that 52nd St. will receive increased branding exposure in the press and the 
community-at-large and increased foot traffic to the Corridor and surrounding area, as a result of this 
living history storytelling project. An important component of this initiative includes remunerating and 
supporting disadvantaged artists, and art-spaces, such as the Urban Art Gallery, which will be rented to 
showcase up to 20 original art pieces.  
 
TEC-CDC respectfully requests $25,000 for the proposed project, which would pay the costs of the audio 
engineer and studio to create the podcasts, gallery rental, art supplies, and artist’s compensation. The 
Enterprise Center Community Development Corporation would a match of over 50% for the personnel 
cost of the 52nd Street Corridor Manager. 
 
Description of successful community partnerships.  
TEC-CDC is a nonprofit organization founded in 2001 whose mission is to catalyze benefits for businesses 
and residents that spark community revitalization. For over 17 years, TEC-CDC has operated creative 
placemaking initiatives and redevelopment projects, rebuilt infrastructure, and created economic 
opportunities for both residents and small businesses within the retail gateway commercial corridors of 
46th and Market Street, 48th and Spruce, and 52nd Street, which encompass the neighborhood of 
Walnut Hill in West Philadelphia. Our expertise in executing projects similar in scale and complexity is 
evidenced by the projects we complete and the ongoing support from our extensive network of partners 
that help us meet our outcomes and fulfill our mission. These partnerships include the following: 
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• People’s Emergency Center: Working collaboratively with partners at People’s Emergency 
Center, and Habitat for Humanity, TEC-CDC coordinates training cohorts for Jumpstart West 
Philly, a real estate development training program. As developers, community members will 
revitalize and improve the availability of safe, decent and affordable housing in Walnut Hill, and 
facilitate job creation. 


• Walnut Hill Community Association (WHCA): WHCA is a community association focused on 
improving the lives of residents and businesses in Walnut Hill, and bringing economic 
development and increased resources to the community. TEC-CDC works closely with WHCA to 
achieve neighborhood plan goals, such as improving resident capacity and engagement, 
beautification, and maintaining housing affordability while outlining community goals for 
neighborhood development.  


• Free Library of Philadelphia: TEC-CDC’s community engagement and outreach includes providing 
informational resources to area residents through the Blackwell Memorial Regional Library. TEC-
CDC staff table twice weekly, and provide information to community members about a range of 
topics from home weatherization, to job fairs, to foreclosure prevention resources, including 
organizing a workshop to support renters in our service area, who are increasingly facing 
unwarranted evictions, rising rents, and poor housing conditions. 


 
Other community partnerships include: Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, 
Drexel University, City of Philadelphia Department of Commerce, PA Department of Housing and 
Community Development, and local government offices, among others. Additionally, TEC-CDC’s 52nd 
Street Corridor Manager, who will oversee the project, has forged strong relationships with businesses 
(creative and otherwise), for whom she provides business technical assistance, resources, and acts in an 
intermediary role. 
 
 Description of community opportunity or challenge the organization would like to address 
through this program.  
 The “52nd St. Project” is a multimedia Storytelling project that uses photography, audio 
storytelling, and interactive events used to promote dialogue around neighborhood and national issues. 
The project seeks to highlight local artists, promote a corridor undergoing revitalization, activate local 
arts-based businesses, and archive a changing neighborhood over the course of a year. The major 
challenge is helping to partner with those who feel disempowered by neighborhood change, 
gentrification, and culture clashes while also helping diverse and under-resourced artists. The project 
will document the assets and challenges facing the community in the following ways: 1) community 
residents share their experiences and stories about displacement, community building, and family 
through conversations with the main street manager, which will be compiled into a podcast series; and 
2) local community artists will document their experience of 52nd St. via photography and mixed media 
(sculpture, collage, painting, or video).  
 
The photography and other printed work will be screen-printed on fabrics, and displayed alongside the 
sculptural and video installation pieces in Malcolm X Park and/or Urban Art Gallery both located on 52nd 
Street. This project will support the following revitalization goals for 52nd Street from the 2016 Walnut 
Hill Plan: 
 
• Improve Shopping Atmosphere • Increase Access to Youth Services & Activities 
• Increase Access to Employment • Increase Community Events at Diverse Locations 
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